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EES EEYE ADVOCATE

IF BUSINESS IS DULL
START AN ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN

VOLUME II.

TWO DOLLARS A YEAR

The Plague of Tax Free Bonds
AND STILL GROW
$3,000,000,000
possible for the Federal Government
ING! Such Is the estimated amount of to tax securities of this kind because
pt
Federal, State and muni there is no power by which it can tax
cipal bonds now outstanding, ac a soverign State, Yet, maintains the
cording to Professor Edwin R. A. Troy Times "It is manifestly unfair
Professor of , Political that the owners of these thirty billions
Sellgman,
pt
bonds should escape
Economy, Columbia University, And of
in the opinion of Secretary Mellon, bearing their share of taxation." For,
'"this constantly growing mass of tax as Senator Capper, of Kansas, reexempt securities threatens the public minds us in his Capper's Weekly
revenues, not only of the Federal (Topeka,) "whenever a taxpayer, le
Government, but of the States as well, gally or otherwise, dodges paying his
and it is reaching such proportions as full share, some one else has to pay
to undermine the development 01 it for him." Continues the Senator

RESERVE, CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY,

This section of Arizona has been in
the grip of a cold wind, followed by
snow and rain the past week.

(From the Mogdalena News)
Several truck loads of building ma- terlol left Magdalena for the Republic
Mine during the week. The force of
men Is being Increased and an early
shipment of a car load of high grade
concentrates will soon be shipped to
the El Paso Smelter.
What ore has been milled up to date
will give a value of over (60,000 to a
car load of these concentrates.
The roads from Magdalena to the
mines in the Black Range are In fine
condition and all conditions relating
to mining are excellent. Considerable
Inquiry is being received in Magdalena
relating to all the different mining
prospects adjacent to Magdalena.

NO NEED OF WEEPING

NUMBER 42.

FEBRUARY 3, 1923.

WORK AT REPUBLIC MINE

8PRINGERVILLE, ARIZONA

SMILE AND THE
WORLD SMILES WITH YOU

Material for the Making of History

:

DATIL

E. L. Plneau of Albuquerque was In
Datil waiting for John Gatlln or orders for the proposed poison outline for
coyotes in this district. Mr. I'lneuu
says they are trying not to polt;i
where the Irappers an, and will pro
bably n n their lines n :he plains.

Historical research is one of man's
favorite
occupations a distinction
that It shares with astronomy and
medical research. The geologists only
material for study is the rocks that
form the crust of the earth and the
deposits that past ages have left In
them. The anthropologist,
whose
L. H. C. earner makes frs(iue:i'. trljis
is man, has nothing except a
out from H. corro bnyin- furs and has study
few broken skulls, fragments of teeth,
been out again the latter part of the
and now and then a bone; and he
week.
must base his conclusions on mea- -

of crania and brain cavities. But from the dawn of civllz-atlo- u
the historian
has
hod more
abundant material, though that is
The four months old baby of Mr. ana
scanty too: records In unknown lanMrs. Dtdley J. Hafblin of Eagar died
guages, in hieroglyphics the key to
Saturday Jan. 27 of whooping cough
which seemed hopelessly lost, though
complications. Mr. Hamblln was over
the heiruglyphics themselves were enIn New Mexico and arrived in time
graved on imperishable stone. When
for the funeral which was held Monthe key was found much of the story
day.
of the nations that dwelt in the regions of Egypt and Babylonia was reA very painful accident befell Miss
covered.
Verdie Robinson of Eagar this week.
Ned Bjrgman made a trip out on
But notice, now, that in each of
She had on a pair of new shoes and
the 27tli and went on to Ttinchera
President from Kansas:
business and industry."
those departments of study the availGREENS GAP
Flat.
Harding, therefore, believes that an
"This steady increase of untaxes was climbing a ladder at her home
able material, though meagre, was
amendment to the Constitution to ell billions compels a heavier and heavier when she slipped and fell to the ground
N. W. jJcCloskey, Assn t state high
capable of withstanding the destrucDEATH OF HOMER MANEE
other tax on land, a progressively heavier breaking the cords in one of her legs.
minate State, municipal,
Everybody is wearing a smile since tive forces of time. The rocks that
way engineer, was out llie latter part
securities is justified, ana tax on railways and other public ser Dr. J. R. Walls was called and made
the
good rain and snow fell.
the geologist studies, the bones from
the
of the week Inspecting the road work
(From
Magdalena News)
such an amendment is now before the vice corporations, a constantly In her as comfortable as possible. The
of
was
Word
received
here
the death In the canon. The work should ne
which the anthropologist draws his
House of Representatives. One of the creasing tax on manufactures and young lady will be confined to her
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Stiles were seen
of Homer Manee at Miami, Ariz. Mr. finished 'n the near futu
the slabs of stone in
conclusions,
unless
main reasons for such an amendment, their equipment; it means more taxes bed for some time.
In Greens Gap Sunday looking after
Manee
a
had
returned
irom
which ancient and now extinct civilizrecently
heavy stJrms come to stop tin work
in the opinion of Professor Sellgman, for the storekeeper1 and all are pas
their cattle.
ations cut their heroic annals have
M. G. Meeks of Breen Colo, was in trip to New York. His death comes again.
is sed on to the general public and the
. Is that the- United States Treasury
He was well known here
as
a
shock.
Less Haynes and family spent Sun endured. Hardly less durable are the
losing some $300,000,000 a year of In consumer with their own special share this vicinity the past week with a
Felix Spence is over from the Creek
rolls on which the scrlDes
come-ta- x
revenue because these bonds of the taxes to be paid ultimately by truck load of honey. He was ac having been employed by the Ozark
day with his mother ,Mrs. John Se parchment
of and will be In Datil several days.
a
for
number
Mining
Company
to
town
And
Wednes
are
his home
what these the householder and the 'small' tax companied
well. In the afternoon, all drove over of ancient times recorded the poems,
years.
the dramas and the history of their
bondholders evade the rest of us must payers."
to the
day by Mrs. Henry Slade.
for their mail.
Sunday, Felix and Dorris Simpson
o
day; and because those things have
make up. As the Chicago Evening
It must be admitted, however, thai
worked above all day and will bale
the present-da- y
student of
Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Blggers
Mrs. E. J. Saffell returned Friday
Post explains: "These
Bpent endured
se
those who would end
hay at the old Medley place this ween,
Mr. Blrt's family. Mrs. history can piece together the story of
Bhe was called
with
from
where
features are an Invitation to the rich curitles have
Friday
Kingman,
LUNA
q, hard fight on their
Birt Is on the sick list. It seems to the past.
who pay surtaxes not to put their hands. In the first place, we are re- recently by the death of her nephew,
C. L. Norman has gone on a trap
For the historian of a hundred years
taxbe a light attack of appendicitis.
Ray
money into industry, but to buy
Brlnkley.
minded by the Manchester
Union,
hence it will be a different matter.
It Jooks as though winter had at ping trip, and probably to .Mexico as
,exempt bonds. This creates a prefer' which takes up both sides of the ques
he expected to head that way.
Tolen Scott is out on his place at He may find as great difficulty in
Geo. L. Haynes, Ranger ata Greer last come. The snow Is steadily fallred class of bondholders, the induce- tion, "the consent of
this writing.
more
to
looks
a
like
and
and
It
business
feels
made
St.
Johns
drawing the picture of our time as
ing
trip
ment to the rich being greater because
to
made
Moore
Red
a
Quemado
trip
Congress must be obtained before the
we have today in fathoming the my
winter weather than it has before this
surtaxes increase with the amount of matter can be submitted to the Monday.
with a telegram for Mrs. Hunter Mon
Little Teddie Conn, who Is staying stery of the Hlttites. Our current
The
all
winter.
weather
the
is
through
ne
income."
an
"So
amendment
Mrs. Hunter's father died sud with his
States." If that should come to pass,
Mesdames M. L. Hall, J. C. Hall,
grandmother, wandered away
Is recorded neither on stone
latter part of November, all of Dec- day.
cessary without delay if the country it is still hardly likely, In the opinion
and the message a is phonel from the house and could not be found history
denly
B.
H.
S.
Miss
Lucie
nor on parchment, but on paper made
Wiltbank,
Hall,
ember and thus far In January has
Is to avoid creating a class
of ex of the Newark
out to Datil.
News, "that
for a couple of hours or more. Finally from wood puulp chemically treated.
Nelson of Eagar, Orson Wilklns of been more like summer,
but the
tremely rich persons who are per
of the States will consent to Nutrioso and
Louis Mathers found him up on the The paper turns yellow in the sun
of
Lund
Guy
Alpine
come
we
are
and
all glad
change has
Several new settlers have come in side of
manently free from taxation," con forego the opportunity to sell their
(he mountain, safe and sound. light, which
went to St. Johns Friday to attend a to see it for we were surely needing
decomposes the ink, so
eludes the New York Globe. "No bonds at good
to
homestead
here
and
betw;n
plan
prices which they are conference of the L. D. S. held there some storm.
that In a few years a modern news
and Quemado.
part of the wealth of the country permitted to do by the exemption pro
Perhaps Mr. Sweazea
N. A. Biggers has been suffering
Sunday.
paper is almost illegible and in a few
should escape its urden of taxation, vision.
can get them to file out near hhn and with toothache this week.
.Besides, asks this paper, is
The sickness here is subsiding a
more
years crumbles at a touch.
Post
the
Rochester
Is
town.
There
the
agrees
Express.
It the part of wisdom for the nation
Miss Mary Karnes of Albuquerque little. There are still a great many help build up
of
C. Mathers, from the other side There may be a superabundance
room on the "Rtto Flats."
of
lot
P.
bond is the biggest to surrender for all time to come the arrived
"The
Tuesday, and has accepted a who are ailing but none serious.
the fu
for
material
the
historian
of
of
In
was
the
Greens
in
in
American
drone
the
the power to waive taxafton on its bona
mountain,
Gap
hive,"
position as chief clerk In the Forest
N. A. Bigegrs was a business visit
for his mail. He reported that he had ture, but it will be as difficult to deopinion of the New York Journal. It issues, especially when we may need Service,
Byron J. Adair who was called home
from
or Monday,
Greens Gap.
raised a wonderful bean crop last year cipher us a slab from Nineveh. His
is the assassin of business," agrees tne that power In the event of another
on account of the illness of his baby
trouble will be of two kinds: too much
New York American: Such securities war?" And it cites its home city as
regardless of the dry weather.
Frank Brinkley was In town Satur has gone back to resume his work on
Otto Burt was over from Greens Gap
material for anyone to digest, arid in
are one of the greatest evils now fac- an example of what will happen if tne day from his ranch on the Coyote.
road.
the Alma
on business the first of the week. Mr.
read ahy of it
N. A. Biggers and Mr Moore went ability,
ed by legitimate business, Bay Trea proposed amendment goes through
Butt is .camped at.fenold Flying Vmouern Inventions do give us
Our
'
V.
tin
of
R,
The
'irs.
an?f
Ge&ge
of Mr.
membership
sury officials, since they create a dis'Newark is brtqiwinif. money Kite
ranch at present.
heard the report of their catch,
something to offset our loss. PhotoChamber of Commerce whlch-was-- or
M. Reynolds was made sad by the
crimination against business corpor- or two
per cent, cheaper than any
and the movlng-plotur- e
fitam
graphy
lost
week
.has
here
gained
of
one
ations and holders of taxable bonds, railroad or
death
ganized
month
their
baby girl age
Steve Garst has been over in Greens
industry can. It is saving
and
the
record,
Lawrence
Satur
Mrs.
graphophone
now
though
spent
Mary
the
total
considerable
membership
Atld as the law permits States ana that
She suffered terribly from the morn Gap country for several days, making
money to its citizens. If its se
that can
and Sunday at home straightening they may furnish nothing
ing of the 18th until about 1:30 the final arrangements for fencing of the day
municipalities to float these exempted curities are to be no longer tax free, is 65 ordinary and 14 business.
out the bachelor quarters. She re compete with stone tablets in dur- 21st.
she
issues without restriction, a large prowhen
passed away. Every Forest. This will help those now In
a proposed constitutional amend
Miss Ada Forbes, Spanish and mus
to Datil Sunday evening.
ability, may nevertheless
preserve
portion of ready capital Is diverted ment suggests, Newark and all other
thing that loving hands could do was the forest, and keep out cattle that turned
much that will save the historian of
In
'
ic
the
Bound
High
teacher
Valley
from active business. Hence the cities will have io
It
one
done
for
little
the
seemed
but
have ranged on the forest in the past.
pay nearly as high
Russell Pollen was in Greens Gap the future from error. Pictures tak
was off duty most of the past
that nothing could keep her. It is
growing insistence from business, as the railroads and industries every School
en by the sun are at least mainly
with
is
which
Saturday.
the
pre
week
Lagrippe,
Mrs. Cleaveland made a trip to the
farming, and banking Interests for time they float a bond issue.
thought that she Buffered from Pneu
They
truthful. We have not as yet fully
the country.
monia. Several other children have Juan Garcia place Sunday with Mr.
legislation that will curtail the output will pay a little less, because public valent throughout
Pat McDow, who is working this realized the possibilities of our modern
of
bonds. Said 'the Presi- securities
had the same, but not so severe.
Morley and returned the middle of the winter at Augustine, was in our midst
being a first claim upon
S. B. Boothe came up from Holbroc
ability to reproduce sound. Until the
dent in his recent message to Con- taxes are
week.
this week. He spent Monday night at phonograph was invented a sound
supposed to be particularly Friday for a few days visit with home
S. A. and Floyd Brown have re
gress:
safe. But the public bodies will all folks.
the J. H. Wilmeth home.
once heard was lost forever. Now
turned from the road work.
Mary Cleavealnd Is on the sick list
securities are drying have to pay more for the money every
there is no sound, no combination or
strenuous
a
after
very
today
Sunday
up the sources of Federal taxation, time
A.
C.
N.
Mathers
Ma.-tlHoibrook
F.
was
helped
Biggers succession of
M. L.
up from
they build a school or issue bonds
sounds, that we canMrs. W. T. Johnson will spend a few playing in the cold,
and they are etcouraglng unproducfor any other purpose, which simply Friday on bus ncss.
repair his Ford Thursday and Friday. not catch and hold and reproduce at
the
Martins
weeks
with
and
tive and extravagant expenditures by means that the
Wheatly's
city tax rate will go
Homer Stearns and Mrs. Stearns,
States and municipalities. There to
Pat McDow took dinner with the our pleasure. How wonderful, how
J. W. Becker, manager of the Becker
higher and the Individual house owner
his mother, made a trip to Magda Chas. Kellsey family
Instructive, it would be If we could
Dr.
and
one
wife
visited
here
more than the menace, in mounting and rent
In
end
Harper
Tuesday.
payer will be soaked the Merc. Co. Btore spent the week
hear
Chaucer or Shakespeare speak
lena
Monday.
this
week.
public debts, there is the dissipation of harder."
Hoibrook on business connected with day
Mr. Lawrence and Glen are hauling the English of his time! If there Is
capital which should be made availfirm.
Fred Baldwin and Miss Rose took wood this week.
''If President Harding and Secretary his
Miss Genlevjle Lightfoot, of Fort
any present standard of English proable to the needs of productive indusMellon think so unfavorably of tax- an
to
come
outing Sunday afternoon up the
in
Sumter
has
teach
the
nunciation, it should be recorded for
hlgti
try. The proposed amendment will
fo,- The Navajo
lineman
S.
Mcore
H
Mrs. N. A. Biggers spent Thursday the benefit of those who will come af
exempt bonds, why do they go on iser grades of the public school here for canon.
was
place the State and Federal Governup
of Apache Telephone System
with Mrs. J. H. Wilmeth.
ter us. Unless we take care, the presthe remainder of the term. Miss
ments and all political subdivisions on suing them?" asks The Magazine
Red Flint was in for his mall Mon
Wall
The great hue and cry from Holbrok the past week, installing Lightfoot makes the third teacher
Street.
ent diffusion of knowledge and the
an exact equality and will correct the
for
the
new
Company.
some
phones
J. H. Wilmeth is building a storage
bonds, avers the
against
of instant information of
we have had for this school this year day.
growing menace of publlo borrowing, Baltimore
room this week. He must be expect what is
Manufacturers
Record,
In the remotest
we
she
will
and
a
have
happening
ana
sincerely
Mr.
hope
and
which if left unchecked may soon
Colter
Mr. and Mrs. J.
John Swenson and R. R. Price were Ing a good crop this year as he has his
comes from "the bankers and brokers
corners of the earth may be of little
threaten the stability of our lnstitu-tonsMrs. Thos. Phelps went to St. Johns little more stablliy about her, than In Monday on their way to Magdalena land listed
in the financial district, who say they
ready for planting already, help to students of the next millento take In the show. "The did Mr. Baker and Mr. Fair
to haul freight.
can not float bonds in competition Thursday
nium. Their task may be harder
the
was
which
given by
Secretary of the Treasury Mellon, with
Miss Letitla Mathers had to make
e
A. O. Reynolds and Cl.as. R. Stewart
securities." As for tne Orphans,"
than that of the scholars who deciphhimself one of the richest men in the
Co., Friday evening.
and
second trip to Quemado, to make
arrived
John
Gatlin
her
Whiting
Monday
Opera
securities
that
Just returned from 1'jvar Ariz., v iere
opinion
ered the Nlnevlte tablet. Youth's
seworld, agrees that
will start poisoning south east of this final proof on her homestead ,as the
should be eliminated in order to curb
to the grist mill.
been
have
H
and
they
Ashcroft
Paris
B.
W.
Eagar
curities are the refuge of the wealtny
distrct. Many people fear the poison commissioner was not at home the Companion.
on the part of States
Slade returned from St. Johns Sat
to evade Income surtaxes, and denies extravagance
Chas. A. Cunningham was a business squad as so many valuable cows and first trip.
ARMY AEROPLANE PA88ED
and municipalities, "this Is an Insolent
that the proposed amendment will re
urday where they served as Jurors dur visitor hore this week.
horses have lost from poison put out.
OVER TOWN
and unwarranted assumption of Fe
week.'
ing the
Tolen Scott was a visitor at the
fringe State rights or that It would
deral superlorerity in political wisdom
attack the credit or borrowing power
Ramon Garcia and D. B. Baca were school Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Qeo. Hooser came
(From the Magdalena News)
and economy," declares the St. Louis
Wallace Duke came up from St.
of either States or municipalities. As
On Monday night an Army Aero
visitors on the 25th going to Magda
and
their
from
Lake
with
stayed
In fact, says tne Johns Sunday to visit friends.
Spur
an
is
Mather
Earth
Old
Mr. Mellon
wearing
wrote to Representative
lena.
plane passed over Magdalena going
Baltimore Evening Sun, the constitudaughter, Ethel through part of the
other" white coat of snow which fell south. It was
Oreen, Republican, of Iowa, author of
probably one of the
sickness.
Itself a "red
on
in
tional
is
Pari
amendment
baby's
Dr. John R. Walls operated
Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Hunter were at Thursday night. Friday was a bright planes from the
the resolution to amend the Constltu
Flyins Circus. It
herring, a maneuver to distract at Hoffman Saturday for an j abcess in
Hotel Monday night and clear day.
Hon:
was heard by quite a number of
Dallas Anderson, Moris Bloom and the Baldwin
the wastefulness of the hln knee which has caused him a
tentlon
from,
made a short call on Mrs. John Tues"Tax exemption, in substance, conAid was rendered and she Is
If eront deal of trouble the past few Miss Deatron Campbell were all visit
system,"
stitutes a subsidy from the Federal present governmental
day. Mrs. Hunter has taken her chil about.
week.
from
this
ors
Reserve
the truth were known, asserts a New weeks.
at present.
much
Improved
as
are
several
school
there
dren out of
PROGRES3 AT ANCHOR MINE
Government, the cost of which, In the
York financial weekly, The American
in
of
Quemado,
cases
cough
whooping.
S.
Is
Benton
Forest
long run, must fall on those taxpayers
Rogers
Ranger
Hoito
and
McCorkle
went
James
Oscar
would
found
Bailey
Maurice
be
"it
that many
Rothlisberger
(From the Magdalena News)
who do not or can not take refuge In Banker,
in Magdalena on Forest business. He We understand they have" closed the are
Work is progressing steadily on the
a town which enjoys excellently paved brook Friday on business.
living with the John Tom Smith's
securities.
intends to be gone until the 1st. of schools.
at present but will build on their mill at the Anchor Mine. A large tonand so ferth, would
"Even from the point of view of the streets, sewers,
,
F.'W. Black went to Hoibrook Sun- February.
homesteads soon.
still be awaiting these Improvements
nage of low grade ore is awaiting
road
cendltion
The
keeps
splendid
States themselves, I believe it is clear
day for a few days business trip.
treatment on the dumps.
if It had not been for the
few
are
a
and
the
tourists
a
going
quite
Luna has become quite mall cent
that the continued issuance of
Lee Breltenbach and Leslie Bridges
loads
of
Several car
milling
Literary Digest
California
from
already.
here
mall
arrives
er
the
going
since
the
Eagar
St.
securities saves nothing to privilege."
Johns
of
Davis
spent
of
Karl
have put down over seven mile
Is now on
from
Arizona
machinery
and
the taxpayers in the States, and that,
Fridays.
Monday's, Wednesday's
week end here visiting friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bray have gone post holes the last few weeks. Mr. the way. Lumber is being
hauled
WORK ON KELLY HILL
In the long run, it brings
The Spur Lake and Blue malls arrive
heavier
and from there will go Breltenbach assures us he did not just over the new road made to this place.
to
Magdalena
see
we
bo
and
you
taxes.
with
The
Friday's,
Hammell
R.
W.
Tuesday's
Mr. and Mrs.
privilege,
shovel off the top soil either, he dug
to his home in Iowa.
(From the Magdalena News)
with the faculty that It gives to borhis brother Clarence Hammell of So- have mail almoBt every day.
holes. They have been fencing for
Cows and Ice Water
new
to
leases
Several
have
gone
rowing, leads, In many cases, to uncorro came in Friday. Mr. Hammell
home to some of the settlers that are not here
Eileen
has
Lawrence
gone
exThe two Peters families have moved
necessary or wasteful public expendi- work on the Kelly Hill. The ore
Cows producing milk require large
has been on a vacation since last
this winter as well as their own places.
help her father for a few days.
Ariz.
ture, and this, in turn, is bringing tracted from these leases will be mill- July taking medical treatment in New onto a ranch near Springervllle,
quantities of water. They will dimiCusnew
In
ed
Kenneth Hughes
the
about a menacing increase In the
Archie McPhaul and Mr. Tunnell nish their milk flow rather than drink
John Thomas has returned to his
Mexico and) California. H1b health Is
l,
K. Udall Sr. B, J. Colter, Claude
debts of States and cities.
came out rrom Magdalena Tuesday. cold water so often furnished them,
These tom Mill, which is being erected near Improving, but slowly.
home In Greens Gap.
Claude Averett,
debts constitute a constantly growing these properties.
Hank Sharp,
Mr McPhaul was suffering with
Water which Is stored in tanks In
One of the blanket weavers named,
and was hurrying
home
for winter should be warmed with a tank
During the past week there have
charge upon the taxpayers In the seHenry Jones of the' Springervllle John C. Hall, A. G. Becker, Jay Bur'
veral States, and will ultimately have been numerous investigations and in- Market House went to St. Johns gess, F. L. Wiltbank, Orvllle Burke, Pah, met with an accident a day or treatment
healer. These are made to burn coal.
to be paid,
S. H. Wiltbank, Tell Greenwood, David so ago. One of the poles she had to
wood or cobs. When only one or two
principal and Interest, quiries about the dumps of ore on tne Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Renfrew have return
cows are to be watered, a teakettle of
Norton, Euzellas Averett, Wm. Rlchey, stretch her loom fell and knocked her
through tax leyles upon these very old hills. There are thousands of tons
of ore on these dumps that values can
taxpayers,"
Quite a number'of our men were Herbert Day, 'Frank Day, Thos. Phelps, down and across a stump. Her hands ed from Albuquerque and will live on boiling water will take the chill off of
their claims now until final proof Is the half barrel of water necessary for
As matters now stand, points out be extracted from when the mill Is called to St. Johns Monday to serve Jesse Slade, Andrew Maxwell, J. C. and chest have been very badly swolthe New York Commercial, It is im running.
them. C. R. Gearhart, Ohio.
len and she has been unable to be mad j.
on the Jury. Among them, were: J. Campbell and W. B. Eagar.
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THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
HELD AS REAL BANDIT

Fiction Eclipsed
by Coast Guards

Flames Destroy
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lTie smoking ruins or the Churcli of Notre Iiame de la Recouvnuue In
Quebec which wa destroyed by fire, along with priceless art treasures. For
a time the blaze which l believed to have been Incendiary threatened to
many of the city's finest buildings.
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Think About
Something toH7AUKER
By

,

F. A.

MESSENGERS

h

II

I

Dy DOUGLAS MALLOCH
v
SOMEONE

has said that thoughts

1 After

things

I know each thought of mine.
like a bird with living wings - ;
Is
the common level by
And
KNOW YOUR TALENT nor rise above
pinions all
lounging around In Idleness, bemoan- I toss a thought upon the air, ,
the
prosand
lot
envying
first requisite In the life of ing your
As pigeon owners do
men and women climbing to- No matter
when, no matter where.
youthful, Is to know his or perous the bill-topher natural talent so that it mny be wards
hurries borne to you I
It
or
one
talent
Whether you have
Intelligently developed and turned to
five talents, there Is but one medium O live each
day with open heart
profitable account.
and
Find the hole In rhlch your peg through which you can achieve,
So, when my thought shall come
tits without wabbling and keep it that Is by hnrd, continuous work, Across the miles we are apart.
course
there. Do not move from pillar to holding steadfastly to your
It shall not find you dumb.
to yield to discourage- O live each
day with open door,
post in quest of another, and you nnd refusing
will enjoy more of what makes life ment.
Your heart's door open wide-So- me
the
life
in
There is
every person's
valuable, glad as the years swing by
thought of mine is speeding o'w
llmt you have held tirnily to jour crucial moment of choosing a perThe valleys that divide.
Is
manent vocation, and when that
iriginal Intention.
overcome, there remains nothing else It bears a message all aglow,
Slost of tbe failures In this work-u-daworld are ilue to liieftlciency, to do but to drive straight ahead, deThe message old and young.
caused generally by shifting from one termined to win an honorable desti- The message men and maidens know
station to another and the woeful lack nation.
In every land and tongue;
of fixed effort in the pursuit of a
To the men and women who are It sweeps across the azure skies.
to
stopdefinite course.
predisposed to loafing, given
It darts across the dome,
You can never find the port you ping by the wayside to gather wild And home to your heart It flies.
sailIn
llowers when they should be tramphope to reach if you persist
Because your heart is Home.
ing your ship without compass and ing resolutely upon the highway, this
will
rudder. The tides and the winds
scarcely forms an agreeable subject And muy my bird, so fond, so fleet,
toss your precious craft Into the open for meditation.
Upon its happy quest,
of destruction or hurl It high
But these, us you may have already As it files east another meet,
and dry on the scowling rocks front guessed, are they who hnve hidden
A pigeon flying west;
which there is no likelihood of es- their talent In a napkin and been And, as they hail upon the blue.
succape.
Oh, may that pigeon be
crowded from the ranks of the
If you have a talent for painting, cessful, because of their own fickle- A thought of yours, a thought as true,
see that you produce pictures of ness.
A thought thnt flies to me!
beautiful themes nnd attractive co(
by McClure Newspaper Syndlcate.1
1823, by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
In
use
the
lors; If your hand is deft
ham
of tools, clasp the snw and the
mer and 'resolve that no one shall
excel you.
You cannot overcome difficulties

.lenks Harris, familiar to film fans

as

a cowboy,
ed leader of
held up and
oil stations

is being held as suspectbank bandits who have
robbed over one hundred
and banks in southern

California.
are carried out
so skillfully that the experts differed
or ine
widely in their opinion of many favor- The
court.
Into
brought
pieces
Ite system of the crooked denier is to
obtain a genuine antique of a certain
This
period, for Instance, a chair.
a
be will take apart nnd reconstruct de-:
number of new chairs of the same
of
a
sign, each one containing section
In faking their wares

Top off each meal

with Ina bit of
sweet

SCHOOL DAIJS

original chair. It was shown (lur
ing the hearing that an antique and ES:
had been taken to pieces,
In
tlint the 12 duplicates fashioned
with this system had sold

the

accordance
for J'i.OOO each.

Sense

By
In faking china the work Is more
JOHN BLAKE
make
must
the
dealer
Here
difficult.
to the
copies conforming minutely
B
sigoriginal and bearing the maker'swhich
skill
YOUR CAPITAL
This requires
nature.
few persons possess nowadays, and
YOU aie drawing a thousand dowhich easily baffles tbe experts.
IFllars
a year you nre getting interest
of
CO
cent
per
It Is estimated that
thousand doon Wo.OtK). Twenty-fiv- e
Hie antiques now being shown In Lon- llars
is
therefore
capital.
your
don are not what they are represented
Kvery dollar that you add to your
to be.
early Income means that your capital
Is Increased by $25.
Double your salary and you double

bulk of them drift into the first Jobs
available and land In "blind alley" occupations.
"The battle against illiteracy, which
Is more and more taking on a federal
scope, It Is pointed out, links Itself
right up with the campaign for federal
control over Juvenile labor. Both are
based on the broad policy of improving
civic Intelligence nnd of protecting nnd
developing the children Into healthy,
Intelligent and moral citizens.
Question of Federal Aid.
welfare workers
"But tbe child
point out It Is neither fair nor reasonable to give federal aid to public
schools In the states, unless the stutes
on their part are all brought up to
some uniform requirement of school
attendance.
On the bnsis of the 1020 census, the
federal board for vocational education
tnbles show, the population of school
age between five nnd twenty years
Of these, 21,373,-07.- 1
numbers ,TI,2r0,S7O.
were returned ns attending school
and 11,870.000 as being out of school.
Tor Ihe ages of ten, eleven, twelve
and thirteen combined, riSfi.OOO boys
nnd girls were out of school, while for
the same four nges some 8,000.000
were In school.
At the fourteen-yea- r
mark the abandonment of school Increases rapidly.
Kor the nges fourteen and fifteen combined the "but of school" boys nnd
girls number 78.1,500. Of Hie sixteen-year-ol- d
children 071,100 were out of
school, and 1,000.000 were In school,
almost nn even break. Of the seventeen-y1 .200.000
ear-olds
were out of
school, against 012,000 In school, almost two to one.
The bureau points out Hint the Inrge
fncts developed out of the nntlonal
stntlstlcs of school attendance are that
as n soclnl condition "we have nearly
12,000,000 in the nges five to twenty
years who are not in school, of whom
approximately ,1,000.000 are In the nges
fourteen, fifteen, sixteen nnd seventeen
years, and nearly .1.000.000 In the nges
eighteen, nineteen nnd twenty."
Leave School at Early Age.
The figures set forth that out of
every 1,000 pupils entering the first
grade only BSO survive In school to the
eighth grade and only 110 to the fourth
year of high school.
In 1022 a totnl of $11,770,0110 was
spent In the states on federal
evening, part time, nnd nil day schools
under the vocational educntion act. Of
this amount, $.'i,S."4,000 cnnie through
federal grants; $4,M 4,000 was state
funds, nnd $0,401,000 was local money.
Nearly $1 was matched against each
federal dollar In tbe aggregate expenditure under the net.
But movements are under way for
expansion of federal subsidies for education on the brond theory thnt universal popular education hns alwnys been
a basic prop of Americanism nnd that
all have a right to a reasonable degree
of educational training.

your capital. Quadruple your $1,000
a year and you can consider yourself
worth $100,000, which is a tidy fortune.
The capital that you carry under
your hat, you do not need to risk In
is Immune from bank
sniTulutlon,
burglar's und stock Jugglers. ' It is
yours as long as you keep your health
und retain your earning capacity.
consider
your brains as
Alwnys
your capital. Take the same care of
them that tlie banker takes of his
funds and those entrusted to him.
Bad habits, sloth, shiftlessness, impair your capital. So does 111 health.
Avoid all of them I you can.
Keep your body In good physical
condition, for If It Is not, your brain
will not be able to earn the Interest
that It ought to.
Get rid of bad habits. All of them
cut your capital down.
Add to your capital as regularly as
you can. Add not only to your earning power, but to the reserve of
money that all men ought to establish ns soon as possible.
When the capital that Is under your
lint and the cnpltnl thnt you havt. ln- -

fl

It satisfies the
sweet tooth and
aids digestion.

and
Pleasure
benefit combined.

It takes a long time to' forget a
commendatory word, but longer to
one.
forget a
fault-findin-

If YOU like

China's Kingdom of the Dead.
In a gorgeous temple nt Ohu'n-ffigure of Consits the royally-robefucius; about him stand statues of
bis chief disciples ; extending Into the
distance Is a cemetery, 13 miles in
circumference, in which are burled
tens of thousand of the descendants
For 2,000
of this one man, Confucius.
years this cemetery hns been growing, and It is today perhaps the most
wonderful graveyard in the world.
Confucianism represents the ideals of
feudal aris
the
n

d

ancestor-worshipin-

g

ror many jraio u uib
with much interest the remarkable record
t,
Swamp-RooKilmer's
maintained by Dr.
the great kidney, liver and bladder medicine.
It is a physician's prescription.
is a strengthening medi
Swamp-Root
cine. It helps the kidneys, liver and. Diaa- der do the work nature intended tney
sbould do.
cnMn.rx.lyn,f lion .trwl thA tpflf of veara.
It is sold by all druggists on its merit and
it hnnld helD vou. No other kidney medi
cine has so many friends.
and start
Kb sure to Get SwamD-Koo- t
treatment at once.
TtnwavBi. tf vnn vnnh ' first to test this
great preparartion send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co.. Binehamton. N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.

When our arteries begin to harden,
let not our hearts.

If
NIPE.O.
in good securities are both
working for you, you will be beyond
the reach of want and on your way to
prosperity and Independence.
But remember thnt both kinds of
capital must be cared for and safeguarded, or they will shrink Instead of
vested

Has Anyone Laughed
At You
BTfBL R.
Because

sugar, cinnamon and a whole clove,
Wet the edges of the pastry and fold
Bake about forty
over the apple.
minutes In a moderate oven. The last
of the baking brush the tops with white
of egg and sprinkle with sugar. Serve
with hard sauce.

PEYSER

You are dissatisfied? "Nothing suits you" has been fired at
you. "Will you ever be content?"
has been hurled at you, hasn't
It? At any rate you are not one
to stick In a rut. You are casting about for the future, you
want something better. These
laughers will be right though,
unless your dissatisfaction takes
its shape In action rather than
in growllngs.

expand.
Make them grow, while the growing
Is good.
Capital of one kind or another Is the only Insurance against
the miseries of poverty and old age.
(Copyright by John Blake.)

,

tocracy. Some 40 miles north of the
tomb of Confucius Is T'ni Shan, the
holy mountains so closely connected
with Taoism, the creed of the common people, Shantung is, indeed, the
holy lnnd of China, Impregnated with
significance for the swarming millions
of the Celestlnl empire. Scientific
American.

Chronic
Constipation
Relieved Without the Use

of Laxatives
Nujol Is a lubricant not
a medicine or laxative so
cannot gripe.
When you are constipated,
not enough of Nature's lubricating; liquid la produced
In the bowel to keep the
food waste soft and movinir. proDoctors
scnoe n ojoi
because it acts
like this natural lubricant
and thus re--

Copyright

SLOW
DEATH
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Here Is:
Your
To believe that actions speak
louder than grouching and get
up and move heaven and earth
to alter what you hate to endure.
4
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brains, try these:
Beef Brains in Corn Patties.
Remove a slice from the top of large
Olive and Oyster Canape.
corn inuilins uud remove the centers
Take one cupful of green olives
with a spoon, leaving a firm, crisp wall.
Parboil the brains In acidulated water, stoned, one cupful of oysters, two table- add them to highly seasoned white spoonfuls of butter, one of minced
sauce nnd fill the muffin patties, sprin- onion, ODe tablespoonful of finely-mince- d
red pepper, one and one-hakle with grated cheese nnd place In a
hot oven to brown well.
teaspooniuls of lemon Juice, one
of Worcestershire sauce, one-ha- lf
Scotch Hash.
teaspo'onful of beef extract. Cook
Chop one onion and cook In a little butter, olives, pepper and onions and
beef drippings, then add cooked meat one tablespoonful of flour for five
which has been put through a meat minutes. I'arboil the oysters In their
as much dry own liquor, adding water to make a
grinder nnd
bread crumbs.. Moisten with a little cupful. Pour the liquor Into the flour
soup stock If at hand (or water will and vegetable mixture, stirring? until
Add the seasoning and .oysdo), season well and heat very hot In smooth.
an Iron frying pan.
ters and serve on squares of buttered
toast garnished with whole olives.
Baked Apple Dumplings.
h
squares.
Cut rich pastry into
In the center of each place a cored,
(j), 1929, Western Newapaper Union.)
pard nppln. Fill the centers with

I

SWAMP-ROO- T

A Lady of Distinction
Is recognized by the delicate, fascinating influence of the perfume she uses.
A bath with Cutlcura Soap and hot
water to thoroughly cleanse the pores
followed by a dusting with Outicura
Talcum powder usually means a clear,
sweet, healthy skin. Advertisement.
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FOOD FOR THE FAMILV

RECOMMEND

DRUGGISTS

WHY

If one must have dreams, one would
like to have a recipe for making them
sensible at least.

Hlot Iter's CooL B oo

I don't like to talk with people who always agree with me. It Is amusing to
coquette with an echo for a while, but
on soon tires of It.

the form

of WRIGLEY'S.
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Every Meal
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1,700,000 Leave
Schools Yearly
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Life
and coast guard service are men of some
Saving of Human
sea service before their enlistment
men who from Instinct or Inclination
Property Great Job of the
chose to
their whole lives to
Soldiers of the Sea.
the sea. The same Is true of the
men of the
service, who
were brought into the coast guard In
IS FULL OF THRILLS IMS. The liif.i lead thrilling lives,
LIFE
launching small boats In the heaviest
seas In answer to distress signals.
Hardly a year goes by without
Cutters Saved Property Last Year
three or four notable rescues being
Valued at More Than $67,000,000
made by ttie service.
Ditcipline More Severe Than
in Army or Navy.
HOW ANTIQUES
ARE FAKED
Washington Soldiers of pence, but
the Genuine Furniture Is Taken
Apart and
pqually ready In times of war,
One Piece Put In Each of Many
United Stutes const guard lias comJ
Imitations.
pleted maneuvers off Cape liny, N.
and is now ready for Its winter's
London. The methods by which
work. Many people connect the coast
guard cutters with smugglers and pro- thousands of persons are cheated anhibition violators, but, us a fact, the nually through the sale by dealers of
cutters have very little work to do anti(iie furniture, draperies and porceInlain which are "faked," were shown
along these lines. The bureau of
ternal revenue maintains bouts to recently when an antique denier was
and the customs brought into court charged with fraud.
chase
officials look after the smugglers.
During the trial it was declined that
The great Job of the coast guard dealers sell thousands of pounds'
service is to save human life and worth of antiques every year to American tourists visiting Knglnnd, and that
property. I.Bst year the property
by the coast guard counted up probably less than 5 per cent of the
to more than $07,000,000, or
purchases are real.
The methods of the antique dealers
seven times as great as the appropriation for Its maintenance.
One of the big features of the work
is the aid the service gives to Siillorn
in Alaskan wutors or off the NewRooster Steals Ride on
foundland bonks, where doctors are
Engine's Tank Trucks
scarce. In fact, many of the Alaskan
natives never saw a doctor except the
Canton, Miss. The other day
const guard doctors, who Introduced
w hen Engineer .1. It. Tate, of the
them to the value of vaccination and
Illinois Central railroad, arrived
the proper care of Infected wounds
at Canton, he noticed a crowd
and other troubles.
pointing under bis engine, and
Kvery fishing season during recent
when it snipped lie was shown
const
the
from
a
hospital ship
years
a smutty, greasy, dirty but game
guard fleet has cruised nninng the fishlittle leghorn rooster, looking
ing boats of Newfoundland. The dothe part of a real hobo, perched
climb aboard
and attendants
ctors
on the tank trucks of his engine.
every ship, cauterize nnd bnml.'ipe the
True to the hobo nature, the
wounds of the fishermen nnd remove
rooster evaded nil efforts to be
to their own boat the more sertoiHv
or even to have bis piccaught,
been
have
who
nnd
those
Injured
ture taken, hut look refuge ill a
stricken by disease. The same thing
drain tile.
is lone In the Alaskan fisheries and
In the fisheries of I'ngvt sounil.
The cutler service, was created In
1700 by nn act of congress inspired
Hamilton, first secreby Alexander
tary of the treasury. It was organized
then on the military basis It has ever
since retained. Its officers are especially educated, with Its men enlisted
for from two to three years. They
are 'mibJ'H'teu. to discipline more seeither
vere than that .whlell exists
the nrmy or navy.
The man of the coast guard must Federal
Board for Vocational
lie n snllor In every sense of the word,
nnd his ;rnlnlng In nctlve murine life
Training Compiles Figures on
lnsts from bis enlistment until his
"Not in School" Population.
Hundreds of these men
discharge.
enlisted under Ilrltish or Scandinavian
colors during the World war to serve
on blockade runners, but few of them MANY DROP OUT AT EARLY AGE
returned.
Enviable War Record.
When the United Stutes went Into Out of Every 1,000 Pupils Entering
the war the coast guard was merged
the First Grade Only 580 Survive
with the navy, and const guard offIn School in the Eighth
icers were scattered through tbe naval
Grade.
Others
force as technical advisers.
remained In command of the cutters,
which became the most effective conHere's a problem that closely I
voy ships In the allied sen forces.
touches the entire population,
j
The greatest single loss of tbe coast
I
What it your reaction?
guard during the war was the Tampa,
chanIn
went
down
th Bristol
which
nel with all ot her crew. I'rfviiusly
Is
Washington. Child labor reform
the Tampa had saved a convoy by
of
becoming more largely a question
Rending a couple of German submafederal
rines to the bottom, and from that Hcbool attendance, and the
time she was a doomed ship. The board for vocational education has Just
on the "not In
Yamncraw, one of tin most famous compiled some figures
vessels of the const guard, paid off school" population. ICacli year, the
.She
sunk six board's figures show, some 1,700.0(10
tills score, however.
submarines off the const of Gibraltar. boys and girls drop out of school from
The
Virtually all of the recruits for the the fourth grade to the eighth.
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Aches, pains, nervousness, difficulty in urinating, often mean

serious disorders. The world's
standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles

LATHROP'S
HAARLEM

OIL

off
bring quick relief and often ward
deadly diseases. Known as the national
200
remedy of Holland for more thansiies.
years. All druggists, in three
Look tor thm nam. Gold Medal on mrtry
box and accpt no Imitation

C0LD524HOUR5
isIURE5
v
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FOR

A

1

TWO

'CURES LAGB1PPE-- 3I

I
lakes and the Taclflc ocean. The lake
miles long nnd two
Is two nnd
miles In width and Has the highest
yacht anchorage In the world, being
feet above sea level. It Is the home
of the Grand Lake Yacht club, affiliated
with Lloyd's Register and each summer
holds a regatta for a Sir Thomas Linton cup.
one-hn- lf

Beyond All Doubt.
Yacht Races in Rocky Mountains.
Make yourself nn honest man and
Grand lake Is the largest body of
water In Colorado and is the scene. of then, you may be sure there Is on
the only yacht races between the Great rascal less In the world. Carlyle.

TryPISO'S

COUGH

AitonUhlnstr

quick relief. A
yrup different
from all other-pleas- ant
no up-etomach no
opiates. 35c and
60c eYerjrwhare.

NO DYE

To reatore frer or
feaed balr la original color, don't nae-U dangerojre
.
R..M 1. nt

.
water.

Safe ae
Color Eeatorer
end wateb reenlta. At all fooJ dniMUle,
o direct fr- o- HCHC-f- l iff, Ca--a.

Spirit

W. N. U

He.'
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Ghic New Garbs
in Beige Tones
The dress with jacket to match has
come to be one of the mainstays of
fashion, observes a fashion writer in
the New York Tribune. It is the
smartest costume that one can have
for general daytime wear, and with
the dress consisting of the cloth skirt
attached to a blouse of chiffon, which
may be plaited or embroidered, It becomes a dressy as well as practical

Luscious-M- ade

garirl'ent.

With Raisins

while the
bodice of olaclt
crepe de chine hangs in a straight,
unbroken line from the shoulders, the
model being beltless.
Rough surfaced woolens In creamj
beige tones are being made, up into
very attractive top coats. One. developed in this material and color,' Is
trimmed with kolinsky fur. It is long,
of full box cut and fastens with a
single button of the material Just
above the waistline. Four bands of
kolinsky form . loose and ample
sleeves, which join the whole material
at an extremely low underarm seam,
in tliis manner forming
length fur sleeves. The fur which
forms the high collar In worked ver- -

ONE DOG SAVES

ROB GRAVES TO

LIFE OF ANOTHER

RESELL GASKETS
Airedale
Five

Negro

Undertakers

lanta, Ga., Caught
(

at

At

WORKED

FOR

MONTHS

One of Robbers

Confesses That Fre.
quently, After a Burial, They Went
to the Cemetery at Night and
'
Recovered Casket.

Rescues

That Falls Helpless

Sl'KCIAL, It i s 11 bfc:l(VlCK awurd If
roil mention thla paper l?kes writing
Ilrma hrlorr.

Setter
on

UUHM-AI.I.H-

JKWIOl.HY CO.

N

and repairing. All'orders promptly
sttmrlcd to. Est. 1S79. fith CtiumM.
Mfg.

Railroad Track.

in Act

by Officers.

Pup

1

Cl.KAMRHS

AIVD

ItYKIIM.

an Airedale
Cincinnati. "Fritz,"
pup, rescued "Major," a huge Llewellyn setter, from death under a Baltimore & Ohio passenger train at
Ooleraln

avenue.

Major and Fritz, both owned by
Fred Thlele, a saloonkeeper, are inseparable companions,
The two dogs were playing on the
railroad tracks. A rumble and a warning whistle, a flyer heaves Into view
around a curve 200 feet down the
track. Fritz leaps from the path of
the train, then looks back.
Major has fallen between the rails
and Is lying with his feet rigid in the
air. He has been stricken with a fit
and Is paralyzed temporarily.
Harry Schramm, a barber, nnd
Charles M. Hart, a mall carrier,

l'alu brule, or burnt bread, a lovely
shade, which Is closely ukln to the
beige shades, is used in many of the
Atlanta, Ga. A gruesome story of
smartest models which are being
grave robbing on the part of five
made for midseason ynd early spring.
negro undertakers who sold coffins
nAn
Interesting coat developed in
trouble and the a delicious sauce! There's
and then dug them up the nights fol
cloth of this shade Is embroidered in
SAVE the
the
and reburiul of the
of baking pies at nothing left to be desired in
funerals
lowing
dark blue, the 'embroidery appearing
bodies without covering, In order to
it gains your self respect
home, yet give your men a pie.
down the sides, on the roll collar, and
' folks
resell the caskets, was told county
and
Made with finest seeded
pies that are exactly to
ir
a
on
puts you on an equal
border
forming
deep
police here following the arrest of the
Maid Raisins.
taste.
sleeves. The panel-likplane with your neighbor.
front and
in
the act of robbing two new
party
caiories or energizing nu- i
back are entirely plain.
tlj . i v
graves In a negro cemetery near At
Meet him he is saving
Appearance of Muffs.
borhood bake shops in your predigested form. Rich in food- lanta Federal penitentiary.
along systematic lines by
below
the
Just
and
exaggerdeep
also
Thurman Jones, one of the men argood food for the
city are making luscious iron,
ated" annholes are looplike panels
investing in standard Muconfessed.
He said that one
raisin pie fresh every day. blood.
rested,
which are set onto the body of the
nicipal Bonds, through
Make cakes, puddings and
at the cofllns which the police found
Your grocer or these bake other
coat, giving the appearance of being
good foods with them.
in the undertaker's possession had
shops can supply them.
THE NEWTON PLAN
cut In one with the sides.
You may be offered other
These
been sold many times and that the
brands
that
less
know
well
are
Inside
Taste them and you'll
you
pieces
heavily embroidered
scheme had been worked successfully
It
of
but the kind
and out, carrying out the embroidery
know why there's no longer than
for many months. Penalty for convic
you want is the kind you know
provides for the safety of
which extends from the shoudesign,
need to bake at home.
tion
on
of
the
grave robbing
charge
is good. Insist, therefore, on
lders to the bottom of the coat.
your funds with a steady
calls for from one to seveuty years'
cost no
Crust, that's light and more than brand. They
interest return
over
came
the
suits
that
Among
imprisonment.
ordinary raisins.
flaky
from Purls Is one of taupe cloth, with
tender,
Mail coupon now for free book
As a result of the disclosures a gen
Write Dept.
collar
and
cults
today
juicy fruit, the juice forming of tested
high,
d
niutlllng
deep
eral disinterment of bodies In a large
recipes.
for interesting literature
of fur,
sleeves of fur
negro cemetery here was begun. The
as well ns deep cuffs and high enveon high grade bonds.
graveyard was the scene of wild disSUN-MAI- D
loping collars of fur are still used on
order, with relatives of the dead weep
suits. Some of the collars are so
ing and walling as they dug Into the
high that they leave only the eyes vis
graves of their dead. Six cases where
ible.
On this suit the cuffs extend
the Collins were missing were dl;
Raisins
your retailer should sell you
nearly to the turn of the elbow, the
covered the first day.
lor not more than the following prices
fur being worked around the sleeves
Investment Bankers
Officers Lay In Walt
Seeded (in 15 oz. bin pfcgt.
almost like muffs, so that when the
First National Bank
SeedleM (in IS os. red jc0a.
18a
To Investigate rumors of grave rob
arms are bent these huge fur cull's
Seeded or Seedless (It o.j 15a
Building, Denver
bing, three Fulton county policemen
Seeded, in tins (Hot.) 20a
easily give the appearance of elon
Pope Block, Pueblo
in
15a
Seeded,
(ins
lay in wuit at the cemetery one night.
gated muffs. This Is one of the ways
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have been
withdrawn from the Rhine, ending
American military participation In the

occupational area.
A former British soldier, Buffering
from shell shock, attempted to attack
King George with his crutch at the St.
Pancras railway substation. The
was arrested.
The telegraph and telephone sta
tion employes have gone on strike In
Dusseldorf. They took this action in
protest against the presence oi
French soldiers.
I'utrick Cunningham, William Con- roy and Colin Kolley, ull of Tullsmore,
were executed nt Birr, Kings county,
Ireland, for possessing arms and ammunition and for thefts from residences.
The Amaraco News, conducted by
American soldiers on the Rhine, went
out of existence with the removal of
the soldiers, and the balance of the
money on hand went to buy milk for
babies of the poor in Coblenz.
Captain Coyne of the Irish National
army was shot dead und three soldiers
were wounded when a party of troops
were ambushed by irregulars between
Limerick-Abbeyfeule and Brosna, on the
Kerry
border. The attacking par
ty is said to have left the captains
body at the roadside, stripped of all
clothing.
Late advices from Essen Indicate
rigorous procedure on the part of the
French und Belgians throughout the
occupied zone, where wholesale arrests
of German officials are taking place,
which are promptly followed by strikes
in all branches of the governmental
service. The telegraph, telephone and
postal employes ut Ksscn walked out
hmlv ns u nrotest against the ar
in
rest of six officials who declinodlo ae
cede to French orders.
m'i.q 1 .inilun Times devotes a full
column leading editorial to the ra
murks of the chancellor of the ex
of the
chequer, regretting the Inability
Baldwin mission to effect an agree
ment on the British reparations ques
tion. It says the question now Is
whether the American terms should bo
Britain
Great
whether
accepted,
should submit a counter proposal, or
iviiotlior the whole matter should
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spud in its new oil well on the Hogback dome.
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TESTING AUTOMOBILE HEADLIGHTS

Fire Walkers Take Barefooted
"Strolls" Through Flames.
Natives Go Through Ordeal
Cheerfully With the Idea of Pleasing Their Gods.
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BERLIN HAS FORBIDDEN WORK
ERS TO TRANSPORT COAL
FROM RUHR.
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SELECTING DUCK

PROPER PROPORTION
OF MALES IN FLOCK

Than Average
and Is Favored by
Commercial Raisers.

Pekin Is Heavier

Local Conditions Enter Largely
Into Mating Problem.

Fowl

Question
Any

Cannot

Be ' Answered by
Rule Much

HAPPMNS

m

Upon
Spacs
Available for Ranging. -

MUCH

RAPIDITY
'

Rouen I Also Larg Bird, but Hat No
Decided Advantage Runner Is
Undoubtedly Best Layer,

Although Small.

.

What is the proper proportion of
males and females In the poultry
yard? is jl most Important question.
Most people who keep medium-sizefowls (like Rocks, Reds and 'Dottes)
allow one male bird to each dozen
hens, but local conditions, age, breed,
etc., enter bo largely into the mating
problem that the question cannot be
rule.
answered by any
With Oie smaller and more active
breeds, such as. Leghorns and An- d

Those who are thinking of raising
ducks for market can well afford to
take stock of the situation and determine in advance the breed which will
meet market conditions to the best advantage. There is no profit in raising a breed which Is unsuited for the
purpose which you have in mind.
Pekin Is Best Duck.
The best duck beyond doubt for
market purposes is the Pekin. It is
heavier than the average and grows
with such rapidity that the "green"
ducks can be marketed to best advantage when only ten weeks of age.
The Pekin stands at the head of the
list and Is the undisputed leader in all
duck markets, Just as the Leghorn
field among
dominates the
commercial poultry raisers.
Close to the Pekin is the Kouen,
which is also a large' duck, but to date
it seems to have made no marked Impression upon" the market It has no
advantages to offer over the Pekin
and, therefore, has made little headway against it.
Runner Is Best Layer.
For egg production we must turn to
The Runner '
still another variety.
White Wyandotte.
duck Is undoubtedly the best layer of
all the duck tribe.
It Is not out of conas, one male can look after 15 or
the ordinarv for these ducks to com- - 18 females with satisfaction. The
-large
breeds, such as Cochins and
Brahmas, give best results when not
more than eight or ten females are allowed to each male.
Often a male penned up with certain number of females will produce
more fertile eggs than a like condition
when the birds are on the open range
with other males. When a large number of fowls are permitted to run together much time Is occupied by the
masculine members of the flock In
fighting In defense of honor, family
ties, etc. When It Is Impossible to
divide the flock Into small breeding
pens with only one male In each pen,
better results will be obtained with a
large flock In which several males are
Green Ducks Ready for Market.
necessary if plenty of ranging space
menee laying late in the fall and to is obtainable and the bird gets plenty
of wholesome exercise.
keep It up throughout the winter and
There Is, of course,' a great differIn fact, recthe following summer.
ords of 200 eggs per year among these ence In roosters. One may be vigorous and "scrappy," with another will
ducks are not at all uncommon.
The Runner, like the Leghorn be feminine and cowardly. The latchicken, is small and trim In size and ter kind Is of practically no value on
shape, and, therefore, not well suited the range, because he Is always In
for a market fowl, but It is probably flight or hiding from his .antagonist.
the best suited for general farm con- It Is, therefore, best to select evenly
ditions where good laying Is desirable. matched males and soon their family
In fact, the Runner has in the past differences will be adjusted, each will
ten years made rapid headway on the gather his favorites about him and
there will be little Interference.
farms because of this very fact
In selecting a breed of ducks, select the one thatr tvill fit the condiCOLD STORAGE .KILLS PESTS
tions you have in mind and then the
chances of success will be immeasurBureau of Entomology Is Making Inably increased.
vestigations on Effect of Low(
Temperatures.
DOUBLE CROP YIELD IN OHIO
hard-and-fa-

egg-far-

California Japs Now Going to Mexico?
has become head of a new department
of the Japanese chamber of commerct
of Los Angeles, to handle Japanese

Mexican Industrial affairs and to ar
range for the new Japanese colony or
the Mexican west coast.
The Japanese are said to feel that
the California colony has become a
unit, with Its social and other organ
izationsi and that its entire transplants
Hon to a location In Mexico would be
preferable to movements by Individuals
CAL. Japanese and small groups to other states when
T OS ANGELES,
unuer uv
Janitors, scrubwomen and sweepers of Chicago are out for lessons in good citizenship and
farmers In California are planning laws are more favorable, or even t(
Commerce. The class shown above is one of the thirty,
of
Association
the
Chicago
by
teachers
provided
in
themto quit the state and establish
one great pable
other countries, except
four that, have been formed In loop office buildings. The classes assemble twice a week.
selves either in Sinaloa or Nayarit, body.
Mexico, according to a story in the
The west coast of Mexico has beer
Los Angeles Times which states it is selected, it Is said, because it presents
SHAWL OF TRAGEDY
"able to announce that negotiations" the richest field In the republic foi
for the removal of "the entire Japanese agricultural development, nud the task
13
IIMIIW
agricultural colony In California" al- of removing them from California
the
taken
small.
with
be
been
"has
would
up
ready
relatively
Mexican government."
The attractions of the undeveloped
I
U I
of
Califorland
law
"The
i
tablelands around Teplc City, Id
.
nia
throws thousands of Japa- Nayarit, and the Sinaloa river vallej
nese farmsrs out of their land with the of Sinaloa are being weighed, it is
first of the year," the paper continues.
stated. An extensive Irrigation project
"What these farmers would do has is in progress in the latter district, and
been a question until now unanswered."
the location in general is said to afford
1 i
N. Joliayshl, who has lived in Mexan agricultural production similar to
ico many years and who Is married that of California, with several tropical
to a Mexican, a native of "Guadalajara,
fruits added.
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Jackie Coogan Gets a Fortune

..

anti-alie-

J v!

Applications of Ground Limestone and Manure of Great Benefit to Rotation.

8mall

YORK. Mrs. Anna U.
has applied to the courts for
alimony of $120,000 a year pending
James A. Stillmnn's appeal of her vicIn papers
tory and Guy's vindication.
containing her plea, she alleges that
Mr. Stillman's gifts to "Flo" Leeds,
the chorus girl corespondent In the

NEW

suit, total about $SOO,000.
The papers seeking establishment of
$30,000 more than the alimony of
which Supreme Court Justice
fixed during the trial of the
banker's unsuccessful effort to divorce
his wife and lllegitlmatize Baby Guy
were filed at Poughkeepsie.
Mrs. Stillman cited the increased
cost of living. She also gave an Itemized list of the stocks and bonds which
she alleges her husband has settled on
Flo Leeds. She charges the former
head of the National City bank has
established trust funds of $250,000
each for Mrs. Leeds and Jay Leeds, the
child named as a son of Mr. Stillman.
james F. Brennan, Mrs. Stillman's
attorney, gives a list of stocks and
bonds said to have been settled upon
Mrs. Leeds by Stillman, and continues :
"In addition to other stocks and
bonds there has come to the knowledge of defendant's attorney the fact

cold storage temperaupon the life of Insects in commodities is being investigated by the
bureau of entomology of the United
States Department of Agriculture, and
the study is already yielding beneficial results. This Is a relatively new
field of investigation. Experiments already completed Indicate the value of
cold storage for the destruction of
bean and pea weevils in beans. All
stored-produc- t
pests are being made

Small applications of ground limestone and shed manure nearly doubled
the yield of corn, wheat and clover In
rotation on the Ohio experiment station test farm at Carpenter In the
southeastern part of the state.
Finely ground limestone is applied
on the heat ground after plowing at the
subject of investigations in conthe rate of 100 pounds per acre. Unnection with cold temperatures.
treated shed manure Is plowed under
for corn at the rate of five tons to the
acre.
FEED DAIRY COWS LIBERALLY
The average Increase of corn for
the period of 19 years Is 60 per cent ; During Cold Weather Animals Should
for wheat, 92 per cent ; and for clover
Be Given Larger Amount of
bay, 108 per cent.
Grain Than Usual,
on
that
Other experiments suggest
most acid soils a larger Initial applicaDuring cold weather, dairy cows
tion of lime is desirable, and that the should be fed a little more grain than
time of applying ths lime does not
during milder weather. A few pounds
greatly affect yields.
of corn chop each day during the coldest days will help to provide more
MORE BUILDINGS ON FARMS body heat and enable the cow to keep
up her milk flow even In the coldest
It Is of course necessary
High Cost of Material Has Prevented weather.
that the cow have shelter and not be
Many Farmers From Erecting
Needed Structures.
exposed to the cold winds. On 'real
cold days a blanket will assist In
Many arms need better buildings keeping the cow comfortable.
and more of them. The high cost of
building material has prevented many
farmers from erecting buildings needed. Times are getting better. FarmTimely Dairy Points.
ers will likely get more for products.
While building materials may not be
George C. Humphrey, animal
;heaper there will be more maney to
husbandman of the University of
Wisconsin and founder of the
iuy.
community breed associations,
under which a great many sales
AVERAGE YIELD OF POTATOES
are held, suggests:
"That all bulls offered should
Average of From About 60 Bushels In
be good type and good represenTexas to More Than 200 Bush-.el- s
tatives of the breed.
in Maine.
'That all bulls offered should
be In good condition of flesh.
The average yield of potatoes per
"That as many as possible of
sure in the United States varies from
the bulls should be of service
about 60 bushels in Texas to more
able age or nearly so, and
than 200 bushels In Maine, according
"That It Is usually desirable to
to reports of the United States Departget out simple catalogues for
ment of Agriculture. The average for
each sale."
the entire country for the past 10
lean Is 98 bushels per acre.
.

ItAPIDS,
GltAND automobile

MICH.

drivers," to use
his own expression, have broken tlie
iron nerve of George It. Henderson,
of this city, who has guided railroad
engines for more than forty years.
Last week Henderson handed in his
resignation and Insisted it be acHenderson tells the Incident
cepted.
that fully decided him to put in his
resignation and to see that it stayed
"put."

"One day last week"1 1 pulled into
Petoskey," said he. "I was a few minutes late and was traveling fast.
While

oiling my engine

a man came

up to me, and In a tone of voice far

I

of jewelry, tin
prices of which, as deponent is in,
formed, amounts to upwards of
have been given to 'Flo' Leeds."
Mrs. Stillman's affidavit, which, covers many pages, makes the following
statement regarding Mrs. Leeds:
"I am further informed, and believe,
that my husband has purchased for the
woman known as Mrs. Leeds a large
duplex apartment, and paid for the
decoration of said apartment the sum
of $22,000. He gave her automobiles.
He also has given her large sums of
money, stocks and securities, real estate, and handsome jewelry. In addition he has given her In her own
right the sum of $250,000 and a deed
In trust for her son, J. Ward Leeds,
amounting to another $250,000."
,
$100,-000-

This "moonbeam

shawl," once owned

Jackie Coogan, the famous film kid, participating In the signing of his new
by an Egyptian captive princess and
now possessed by Miss Ruthelnia Stev- contract by which he receives $."i()O,OU0 cash bonus and 00 per cent of the profltj
ens of San Francisco, Cal., Is made of on his pictures for the coming year. Standing behind him are his father and
...
sterling sliver links which were welded mother.
Into the linen mesh more than 150
years ago. The little captive princess
for whom it was made tried to escape
and meet her lover one night, but was
run down by guards and killed. The
lover trensured the shawl, but one day
bandits took It from him and left hlra D
dead on the desert. They sold the
shawl In a bazaar at Port Said and last
summer while Miss Stevens' mother
was traveling in Egypt she bought the
shawl and brought it home as a gift
to her daughter, Ruthelnia. The shawl'
now adorns one of our own princesses
while doing her oriental dances.

Prince, Exiled, Visits America

TRAVELED IN A BOX
from gentle asked if I had whistled
for a crossing ten miles back. I told
him I had not only whistled for that
particular crossing once, but twice,
fool automobile
but that some d
driver paid no attention to the two
blasts, crossed the track in front oi
my engine, and in fact, led me to think
I had at least nipped off the two rent
wheels, until my fireman informed me
he had been saved by fool's hick and
that I missed him by the thickness oi
the enamel only,
"That mnn looked me in the eye
fool I referred
said he was the 'd
to,' suggested I be a little more care
ful the way I drove a locomotive and
walked over to an automobile thai
looked familiar. It was the same ve
hide that had beaten me over the
crossing ten miles back, The same
man raced to Petoskey in time to catch
me at the depot and give me a bawling
out.
Tills early retire
"I'm through.
ment will cut my pension considerably,
but my post office address hereafter
will be a little peach farm in 'southern
For five days Ira Colver Sparks of
California. The motorists 'got' me and
Ind., lived in a wooden box
others."
Peru,
will
surely get
they
iboard a Japanese steamer bound
!rom San Francisco to Honolulu, and
kept alive on tinned food and water.
Sparks gave himself up at Honolulu.
He obtained the box in San Francisco,
got a bill of lading and shipped the
box as freight with himself Inside. As
he cannot be
Sparks is an American
an immigrant, and as he had $15 In
his pockets and also carried a set of
vacarpenter's tools he cannot be a
he
he
arrived
as
by
freight
and
grant,
cannot be called a passenger, and as
the customs duties are unpnia me.
Honolulu authorities hesitate to send
him back ; which is why they are puz-- '

"One if by Land and Two if by Sea"
Christ church, Boston,
historically as the Old
North church, has jus5t entered upon
its
year of existence.
An especially Interesting event of the
anniversary celebration
was the dedication of a gift from BosThis Is a flagstone
ton, England.
taken from the Guildhall which will
be set In the floor of the vestibule of
Christ church.
Surrounding It, as a
sort of frame, will be a dozen bricks
taken from a prison cell in Guildhall,
the story of which Is briefly told in the
Inscription which has been cut in the
stone and which reads "Stona from
Guild Hail, Boston, England; Bricks
from Cell Where Pilgrim Fathers
Were Imprisoned."
The beginnings of Christ church
date back to 1618. In 1722, subscriptions were Invited for a new church
at the North End. Thus was created
Christ church on Salem street, nea
the summit of Copp's hill, which was
built in 1723.
On Iprll IS. 1773, the famous signal
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Motorist Breaks Nerve of an Engineer
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Mrs. Stillman on Cost of High Living
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Making Good Citizens of

lights were displayed from the tower
These were to serve as a warning if
the British forces were to march to
Lexington and Concord, "one, If by
land, and two, If by sea." For years
the Old North church, accordingly, has
been a hallowed shrine.
The communion service boasts an
alms basin, chnlice, paten, and flagonj
which were the gifts of King George
II. The bells are famous, as the tower
contains the first peal of eight brought
to this country. Then there is. In the
church, a copy of the famous "Vinegar
Bible."
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Constantino
Prln'-Andrew of Greece, exiled brother of the late
and uncle of the present King George of Greece, with his wife, the former
Princess Alice of Buttenberg, arriving at New York.

Chicago Entertains Many Dentists
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Radio to Prevent Mine Disasters.
The movements of 500 men engaged
loon construction work on a tunnel
In
cated 30 miles from headquarters
Calithe Sierra Madre mountains, of
fornia, will be directed this, winter by
means of a radio station in the office
of the resident engineer. The Installaundertion of a broadcasting station
of
ground augurs the development
radio for controlling the activities of
In shafts,
miners and other workmen
xft. una BtoDes elsewhere.

Ten thousand delegates, representing every state in the Union and practically all of the Europeun countries, assembled In Chicago to study the advance
In dental science. Numerous clinics, one of which ig here shown, were held dally.

CONDENSATIONS

In

A school for girls hns been opened
Koktira, Japan, by the southern

board.
There Is little or no begging in Baptist
As a result of the World war, the
northern Italy, yet It Is very prevaFrench pension office has received
lent In Naples.
afclaims for pensions or allow,
now
are
women
thousand
Sixty
filiated with the Michigan Federation ances, of which number 1,712,000 were
uranted.
at Women's fllnlia.
.
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ROADS

Florida.

Burled amid the ruins of a forgotten
city for almost a century, and appar
ently kept In a state of almost perfect
preservation, a quart of rare old Spanish wine In the curio collection of
George A. Patton of Port St. Joe Is
graduully evaporating.
The liquor was unearthed from the
ruins of the old city of St, Joseph,
Florida, two years ago, when an Irrigation ditch was being dug through the
Patton farm. Then it was rich and
mellow and had a deep amber , hue.
But now Its kick Is going fast, accord
ing to the Florida
Although having a reputation as a
teetotaler, Mr. Patton has cherished
the liquor as he would a long-lofriend. Great care has been exercised
to prevent its evaporating, but nil efforts have fulled. It was poured from
the black glass decanter, In which It
was unearthed, Into a bottle of trans
parent glass. The glass stopper In the
original bottle was substituted with a
rubber stopper.
When the bottle was found It was
surrounded with a. mass of debris
which evidently had been a wicker
case.
Very little of the liquor had
found Its way out, If any. It has been
viewed by thousands of tourists at
Port St. Joe.
Judging from historical facts sur
rounding the old city of St. Joseph, the
liquor probably Is one hundred years
ohi. St. Joseph was abandoned In 1S41,
and for more than eighty years only
the crumbling ruins have marked the
It was the
spot where It stood.
terminus of the St. Joseph and loin
railroad, second steam railway line
constructed in the United States. In
ISSS the first constitutional convention
of Florida was held at St. Joseph,
which then was one of the lending
cities of Florida. Recently the state
erected a monument costing $15,000 on
the spot where the convention was
Times-Unio-

HELP FOR GIRLS

IMPROVED

Old Spanish Wine Recently Found in
Ruins of St. Joseph City,

COST

OF GRADING

WHO WORK

HIGHWAYS

Great Variation In Conditions in Different Sections of Country It
Noted In Data.
United Statei Department
ot Agriculture.)
A great variation In the conditions
under which grading for highways Is
done In different sections of the United
States Is reflected in cost data compiled by the bureau of public roads,
United States Department of Agriculture, on 1,350 miles of federal-ai- d
road. The figures cover the four-yea- r
and are based on a
period 1917-192- 1
million yards of earth.
total of 24
For the groups of states the average
price per cubic yard Is as followst
New England and Middle Atlantic
states, $1.33; East North Central,
$0.G8; West North Central, $0.49;

(Prepared

by

the

Mrs. LorJic Tells How Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound Helped Her
Tyrone, Pa. "A friend told my husband how Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta
ble wmpouna naa
helped his wife, bo
my husband bought
me a bottle because
I was so
had a nervous weakness, no strength in
my body and pains
in my left side so
run-dow-

PijpNI

i

There are scores
of reasons why

"Vaseline" Petroleum Jelly should be
accounted a household mainstay. A
few of them are burns, sores, blisters,
cuts. It comes in bottlei-- at all druggists and general stores.
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pearls.

I'liotogrnphg reproduced herewith show four of

.the articles of Jewelry under appraisement and
rive an Illuminating Idea of the millions of dollars
In the collection
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Roada.

Cuticura Soap
Is Ideal for
The Complexion

Expert! Urge Importance' of Adopting
20 Feet ai Standard Width of
Improved

Roads.

Experts have been urging upon the
good roads congress the Importance of adopting 20 feet ns the
standard width of paved rondways.
gruffest tones:
They hold that In the end the wider
"Gimme a Billiard !"
road will cost no more than the narThe bartender seeing Hint the ninn row track. Some of them even say that
AFTER THE FLU
really thought a billiard wns something a width in excess of 20 feet may prove
to drink, started to make up a mixture economical In the end because a wider
If the Flu Left You Weak, or You're
of everything he had in the pluce, Inroad secures a more even distribution
Need of a Tonic to Build You Up,
cluding the bar polish.
the traffic, there Is less rutting, and
of
The stranger took the mess, swal- smuller danger exists of damaging the
Take This Advice
lowed a mouthful, and turned red
shoulders of the roud by running off
Houston, Texas "I was in a terribly
he face.
the pavement. An ultimate width of
n
condition of health after a siege
Game to the finish, however, ho 150 feet is urged in approaches to
of ptomaine poisoning, and then the intraffic Is exthe
where
centers
gulped down the remainder.
fluenza. I could not seem to regain my
large
A variation In the strength and was really not able to do my
"Well, bow'd you like that?" asked ceedingly heavy.
to
the bartender grimly.
accommodate
housework. I knew Fncedcd a good tonio
width of the highway
Well," replied' the tenderfoot, "if I different densities of travel will be end builder and remembered how my
wnsn't nn eld blHinrd drinker I'd sny worked out In time. The claim that 20 folks used to regard Dr. Pierce's remedies
decided
my girlhood days, and then I
that wns concentrated lye." Youngs-towfeet should be the minimum whenever in
to take Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical DisTelegram.
the traffic reaches 1,000 vehicles a day covery. After taking the second bottle I
Is one of the interesting developments found it was doing me a world of good,
felt betAfter Pacific Whales.
of modern road building.
strength returned rapidly and Iindeed
to
The Norwegian game of hide nnd
ter in every way. I am glad
did me so
seek will be Introduced In nnotlier secOF BETTER ROADS recommend, the medicine that
BENEFITS
to
not
hesitate
much good and do
give
tion of the globe If the plans of a
this statement." Mrs. Gertrude Sell,
Norwegian whaling company recently
and
Family Enabled to Enjoy 1238 Rutland St.
Farmer
organized materialize. The new com
Send 10 cents to Dr. Pierce's Invalids
Advantage of City Life, lnr
pany will hunt In. the equatorial Pa
Hotel In Buffalo, N. Y., lor trial pkg.
eluding Amusements,
cific west ot the South anil central
ltetieence grows In some direcAmerican consts, says Consul Ifft,
The motor and better roads are
tions.
Epitaphs are brief in our day
in n renort to the Department of
and
his
farmer
family
to the
or
absent
altogether.
For some time past Nor bringing
Commerce.
adits
the outside world ; the city, and,
COLD IN THE HEAD"
wegian whalers have operutea off tne vantages the theater, the concert, the
Coniro const of Africa, nnd It has long
of Nasal Catarrh.
"silent drama" of the movie, and the la an acute attack
been known that the Pacific In the
subject to frequent "colds" are
means for relaxation which Those
countless
condition.
down"
In
a "run
generally
same latitudes Is rich In various kinds
The enforced secluHALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is a
the
city affords.
with
of
be
an
taken
Ointment, to
of whales that might
consisting;
sion of the past, with its danger to Treatment
be used locally, and a Tonic, which acts
profit.
on the MuBlood
the
heulth.
Quickly through
cous Surfaces, building up the System,
"colde."
to
liable
less
and making you
Roughing It.
Boost Highway Through Iowa.
Bold by druggists for over 40 Tears.
O.
The rich young n.an was speaking to
In
are
A
Toledo,
Iowa
Co.,
towns
J.
F.
Cheney
being
Cities and
the Woman.
awakened to the necessity of good
man's wife wonders If he can
Lin"Oh, we had a beautiful time roughEvery
roads, and plans for paving the
be as untidy at the office as he Is
ing it," he snld. "We went up to the coln way as well as the Grant highcamp of course, we had It cleaned way In that itate, greatly helping Illi- around the house.
first and had a supply of food put In. nois motorists who travel west, are
Nlrfht and Morning.
Then we had the cook prepare our under way.
H
Strong. Htalthy
meals, but we wore aprons and helped
If they Tire, Itch,
y..
ourselves to everything and had a
Fin for Overloading.
Smart or Burn, if Sore,
a
established
has
regular simple life for a few days.
state
York
New
Irritated, Inflamed oi
And," he ended, beamingly, "we only
6imEVES
Granulated, use Murine
flne of $50 or a month In Jail as the
B.fnakaia. Safe foi
took one valet for the lot of us, beminimum penalty for the first offense often. Sooths
Atalinni&rcriatlt. Writefol
cause we wanted really to rough It, In using overloaded trucks on the pubFree Eye Book. HuiaiEji sWTCfc,Clucui
you see." New York Sun.
lic highway.
American

b

jmil

It Is true, whatever the fate of the
lijtj Russian roynl family, that the Sovi
ets are In possession of the Husslan
It Is olllclally stated
crown Jew Ms.
that this famous collection of items ami precious
utoiicn Is to he sold In foreign markets "to help
Htahilize the Russian roulile." It Is officially stated
also that a "fi'oun Jewel Committee" Is hnnl at
work appraising the collection of going and
stones In the crown collection.
Anyway, the pictures Riven herewith are reproductions of olliclal photographs of articles of Jewelry In the collection and the committee at work.
.Nic holas II (IsilS liilS?), the last of the Itoinan-of- f
dynasty, succeeded to the throne in lS'.Ki on
Ihe ileath of his father, Alexander III. Ills relun
van unfortunate from the liejjInnlnK. Iur!iij the
coronation ceremonies at Moscow thousands were
killed and Injured In a panic. In the
war (
Russia suffered defeat. Forced
to urant various reforms Including parliamentary
he dissolved the first nnd second
ffcivprnmenf,
jiilinas. Finally he abdicated both for himself and
Ms son and retired to his estate In the Crimen,
lie was arrested by the provisional government.
In 11)17 he and his family were taken to Tobolsk;
later they were transferred to Ekaterinburg. The
tiubsoquent fate of the royal family l not officially
known.
Russians have nlways had a liking for diamond
end tiie stones In the Russian crown collection
re
Rig stones are especially valuable as diamonds rise In value in proportion to
the nquare of their weight ; thus a stone of three
carats Is worth nine times n stone of one carat.
At one time the flnest deep red diamond known
was In this collection. Other precious Btones are
lavishly represented. There are, for eiample, a
chain of big emeralds and a lavalliere of ?J5 large

represented

An Old Billiard Drinker.
One of these little migratory stories
that pop up nnd sometimes travel nil
over the country by word of mouth
concerns n tenderfoot who, many years
ago, seeing a sign on a little western
saloon which read, "Soft Prinks and
Billiards," went in and said In Ills

'

By JOHN

CHESEBROUGH

giuded, climatic conditions, time limit
on contracts, and cost of detours for
traflic also uilected the cost.
While each group of states did not
have the suiue volume of grading each
Soap 25c, Ointment 25 and 50c, Talcum 25c
year, and therefore the, average figure
ployment.'
If he has private means a quarter of for the whole country is not truly repEvidence.
the amount will be taken nnd given to resentative, it is Interesting to note
Rub Old Moneybags started out In
that the average cost of grading gradthe poor.
Should a recnlcltrant husband seek ually rose from $0.49 In the first quar- life as a messenger boy.
Dun Then it does pay to go
to avoid his obligations by, traveling ter of 1017 to $0.07 in the fourth quar!
he must obtain special permission ; nnd, ter of 1919, and then gradually de- slowly
If he remains nway too long, he must clined to $0.34 In the third quarter of
marry a second time nnd bring bis sec- 1921. It la probable tliat the latter
Mrs. Gertrude Sell
ond wife home when he returns.
figure would be somewhat higher had
Here we huve a' law enforcing not all of the states let work In that
only matrimony but bigamy, the
of Turkey being the one nnd
WIDER HIGHWAYS ADVOCATED
only social duty recognized,

g

s

'mMmmmmmmmmm

Two Brides by Law.
The Journal des Uebats, one of the
most highly esteemed dully papers of
France Is an authority for stating

thut the Turkish national assembly la
so anxious In regard to the population
of the new Turkey, now In course of
formation, that It Is preparing a law to
render matrimony a duty which, like
compulsory military service, must be
enforced on all.
No conscientious objectors will be
tolerated. When a man readies the
the police will take
age of twenty-five- ,
note of him and medical authorities
will examine him. If he is physically
fit, he must marry; if he refuses, he
will be treated as a deserter nnd deprived of all Ivis civil rights and em-

Before I was married I used to work

e

able.

I

that I could

hardly do my work.

had pains just the same then as I have
had since I have done my housework. I
would not be without a bottle in the
house now. It has stopped the pains all
South Atlantic, $0.01 ; East South Cen- right and I have found out that it is a
wonderful body builder, as it has made
tral, $0.41; West South Central, $0.35; me
well and strong. It is going to be
Mountain, $0.52; and Pacific states, the 'old reliable'
with me hereafter,
$0.61. The general average, prit-- was and I am
always willing to tell other
v
.
$0.50.
women how it has helped me. You can
Probably the most Important factor use this letter as you wish as I can hon
amount
of
cost
was
the
the
affecting
estly say that my words are true."
grading to be done per mile, the quan- Mrs. M. Lodic, K.F.D. No. 4, Box 40,
Pa.
tity being very small In the groups hav- Tyrone,
Letters like this bring out the merit
In general It
ing the highest prices.
ComIs noticed that where mostly old roads of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
tell of the relief from such
are rebuilt, the light work and tearing pound.andThey
ailments alter taKing Lyaia
pains
up the old pavement greatly affected Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
the cost. The amount of fine grading
or trimming requirea ror tne niguer
types of pavement was also a factor.
Labor costs, character of soil to be

held.

Curio connoisseurs declare it prob
that the quart of liquor of Iberian
vintage adorned the shelf of some
barroom In the historic old city.

bad
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'o. 2 is t lie "Imperial Russian Crown," famous
the world over. Your guess is as good as any other
guess as to Its value In actual United States dollars. It Is said that every stone in It Is without
Haw and that the matching of stones Is perfect.
The crown weighs over four pounds and contains
the world's largest ruby together with 50 thirty-cura- t
diamonds and
diamonds, 21
hundreds of smaller diamonds.
No. 1 Is the crown of the late czarina of Russia.
It Is made entirely of diamonds and the matching
of stones Is stated to be perfect. Its value in real
money Is a matter of conjecture.
No. 4 Is reputed to be the largest and purest
aquamarine In the world. It lias been valued at
foOOJXXi. The late cztirlna wore It occasionally as
a pendant, valuing It as an heirloom that had come
to her through a long line of ancestors.
No. 3 show s Soviet ofllcials at the actual work of
appraising the Russian crown Jewels. From left
to right they are: Vladimir Sobolieff, secretary
of the crown Jewel committee; Director Trynltzky
of the Hermitage museum at Petrogrnd; Prof. E
A. Ferstmann, an expert who is snld to have Just
returned with a ton and a hulf of precious stones
from an unexplored region In Russia ; M. Farherg-er- ,
French precious stone expert, and F. Ilergnshev,
president of the crown Jewel committee. The members of the committee und the experts are under
the scrutiny of guards, as the picture shows.
No. 5 Is a scepter designed for Catherine the
Great and set with the famous Orion diamond.
carats. It Is supposed
This diamond weighs 194

Ofwnjl A

.'

il

y

to have got lis name from Count Alexis Orloff
(17:10-1808who was a leader of the revolution
that placed Catherine the Great on the Russian
throne in 1702. Count Orloff Is popularly supposed to have strangled Czar Peter III (1728-1702- )
with his own hands. By some experts the Orloff
are pnrts of
and the even more famous Koh-l-uothe Great Mogul diamond, described by Tavemier
as being at the court of Aurungzebe In 10115. The
Koh-l-noweighs about 304 caruts. The legend Is
that It once weighed 7! carats. It has been many
times recut and now Is In the possession of the
royal family of Great Britain.
Other famous diamonds Include the Regent In
the national French Jewels. It Is sometimes known
ns the Pitt diamond, since the duke of Orleans, In
1717 regent of" France, bought It from Pitt for
Cul-llna- n
$048,000. The largest diamond known Is the
diamond, found In 1005 In the Transvaal.
Its original weight wns 3,253 carats (about 11-- 3
lbs.) and It was cut Into nine stones, the largest
of which weighs 510 carats the largest diamond
In existence.
Until recently the largest diamond known to he
In this country was the Hope blue diamond, 44
carats. Mrs. K. B. McLean of Washington, D. C,
wife of the newspaper publisher, bought It In 1009
for $180000. Recently, however, an unknown American Is reported to have bought the Florentlnlan
It was the largest solitaire In the coldiamond.
lection of the Austrian crown Jewels. Its history
dntes back to Charles the Brave In 1476 and It Is
said to be the fourth largest diamond In the world.
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"1 will see rhiit yon are rem wed
from all temptation ; my plans are too
Important to be Interfered with by
meddlesome fool."
"But you enn Renrrely expect me
to give such a promise?"
"Well, I don't know about that.
doesn t pay to be too obstinate. You
have been In the army, I understand
then you are aware there is a hnrsh
side to life, a way to make or break
men. All right, now I've got the pow
er; I can keep you locked up here;
could even kill you if necessary. You

are utterly helpless. There Is an argu
ment worth your consideration. But
take another. It's up to you how far wln glve you vet annM,'r wllle"
"c c"" u""c
we fro. Now listen T hnllevo It i
''Si.
"What?'
merely curiosity that brought you here.
The
door
opened quietly, and then
That's true, Isn't It?"
closed, leaving Natalie Coolidge stand
"Largely, yes."
"Y'ou suspected something, nnd want ing there In the light, her eyes slightly
ed to find out if It was so. Well, you rrownmg as she looked silently at
came Into a bad neighborhood. We are the two men.
'The lady, of course," explained Ho-not nice to your kind nround here.
Whnt really caused your seeking me?' bart, rising to his feet, "you will,, at
I do not know .that I dd," West !ettst' be Kpntlemun enough to accept
answered honestly. "In fact I haven't iier word!
She waited, seemingly unable to
the slightest Idea who you are."
grasp the situation, or realize the part
The.other laughed.
"So you are as green as that. Then
I'll give you the Information.
My
name Is Hobart, Jim Hobnrt. I am the
guy yon were looking for?'
"Yes," West admitted, seeing no
reason to refuse an answer.
"I thought so, although darned If I
know how you ever located me herei
However, the sooner we come to some
understanding, the better. What do
you know about me?'

flushed on the light. As he did so,
he wheeled about, aud shot one mighty
clenched list straight into West's face.
SYNOPSIS Answering an adverThis was done so suddenly, so unex
tisement calling for a young man
pectedly, the man attacked found n
willing to engage In service of danopportunity to even throw ip a han
man
ger, Matthew West,
In
The giant Bole flung
just returned from France, where
he had been captain of engineers,
his whole weight Into the crashing
meets Natalie Coolidge, writer of
went dow
blow, awl the
the advertisement, and without beas though struck by a pole-ax- .
For
ing Instructed as to his probable
an Instant, he realized that Sexton
duties, Is engaged by her, and that
same evening Introduced to her
was in a fierce struggle; that his. as
friends as her nance. That night,
sailant stood poised above him read,
In the Coolidge home, West is starto land again If he moved ; then con
tled by the appearance In his room
of a young woman whom he takes
sciotisness left him entirely.
to be Natalie. Net morning NaHo woke up, sitting in a chair, his
talie tells West sh has been trouhands bound to the arms with stripi
bled by some woman, apparently
of cloth.
For a moment everything
her double, who has been imperabout seemed tinged with yellow, th
sonating her. Fercival Coolidge,
Natalie's uncle and guardian. Is
various objects in sight vague aud
disgruntled by West's appearance
shapeless. It hurt him to move his
as Natalie's fiance. Natalie.'Cool-ldg- e
and West plan a visit of charhead, and his mind functioned dully
ity. Leaving West In the car, NaHe could not think, or bring back
talie and Coolidge enter a small
to memory a recollection of what ha
cottage. Before they return, West
occurred. Yet slowly the mist cleared
secures Information which leads
him to believe Coolidge Is deceiving
and the objects about him assumed
"Nothing."
Natalie for a purpose. Natalie Innatural form. He was in a room of
"Is that so! You knew my name
forms West she has been mistaken
some size not the one In which he when I spoke It. It was the Coolidge
In her suspicions and that she has
hnd been attacked, he felt sure fitted matter that sent you hunting me. Y'ou
no further need for his services.
West is astounded, but leaves. On
up with a long table, and a number thought the girl was here, didn't you?'
hi way out of the grounds. West
of chairs. There was no other fur
"I had reason to believe she came
hears a revolver shot, and finds
niture; the walls were, bare, and only here.'
Perelval Coolidge dead, apparently
a small rag rug partlully covered the
a suicide. In the city West Is vis"I see; how did you gain that news?'
ited by Sexton, an old servant of
floor. At first he perceived no other
"A conversation by telephone was
him
he
the Coolldges. Sexton tells
occupants ; only as, painfully, he overheard."
has been abruptly dismissed, for
"Now we are getting down to facts.
finally Twisted his head to the right,
no apparent reason.
He thinks
his eyes distinguished two men seated And this comprises your entire InforCoolidge was murdered. Sexton
has overheard a telephone converagainst the' wall. The sight of their mation, doesn't it? Let's check up. You
sation In the Coolidge ' home. In
faces restored Instantly his memory connected me with the case because
which a man demands Natalie'
of what. had occurred. The Pole rested you were with the uncle and her on
He gives
presence immediately.
an address, and with Sexton, West,
back, with feet on the table and eyes their call Sunday. You discovered In
his suspicions of things not being
closed, but the other the younger some way that I had since disappeared
right strengthened by his learning
man was watching him closely, an from that neighborhood. Then you ac
that Coolidge had lied about the
reason for the trip to the cottage,
unlighted cigar gripped in his teeth, cidentally got on to this telephone call,
visits the place. It is a disreput"So, you've come out of It," the lat and decided to run me down. Some
able saloon.
ter said unpleasantly. "I'd begun to cute little detective, I'll say. But what's
think Mike had handen you a real the object? What Is It you are trying
knock-ou- t
that time. Iteady to answer to connect me up with. What possible
CHAPTER VIII Continued.
"You Recognize This Man?"
a few questions?"
cause can you have for butting in on
she was called upon to perform, but as
West, his brain clearing rapidly, sat tills affair?"
"Sure; but that Is the way you jret
"I told you before ; merely ccrlosity
West failed to respond, finally asked
to know them best. Been a soldier, up stralghter In the chair, determined
"And who was the guy with you?"
to play out liis part the best he could
a question.
haven't you?"
"An old servant of the Coolidge fain
"Whnt is it, Jim? Y'ou sent for me?"
"Perfectly ready," lie replied strug
"Yes, but what made you think
"Yes, as a last resort. You recognize
that?" in some surprise at the unex- gling to control his voice. "Only I Hy.
"It was mere curiosity In his case this man?"
pected query. The man laughed, should like to know what all this
means? Why attack me?"
also, I presume?"
"Of course." indifferently: "what Is
lighting a cigar carelessly.
"So far as I know, yes.
he doing here?"
"You'll find that out soon enough,
"Oh. It lias not been so long since,
Hobart smiled, showing his teeth
Hobart laughed.
that the evidence Is obliterated. I've Captain; but first I'll do the ques"It seems the fellow hasn't taken his
cruelly.
got a habit of noticing things. The tioning."
west, he snld slowly, "you are a dismissal very seriously, Natalie," he
"Xot until I know one thing, at least
way you sit, and square your should good liar, but I am about to spike explained, "and remains very much In-what has become of the man who
ders told me you'd been In uniform;
your gun. Go on out, Mike, and send terested In your affairs."!
besides, you're the. right age. Get was with rue?"
"You mean he followed me heref
across to France?"
"Well, I might as well tell you," In the first witness.'
The two sat silently watching each
"He was on the trail, but Just for
"Had over a year there," wonder- carelessly. "He got hurt; the fool coming what the fellow could be angling pelled me to hit hlin with a gat; so other, Hobart pretending a careless what particular purpose I have failed
after. "You didn't get In?"
he's out of it, and you might as well ness he was far from feeling, uncertain to learn ; the lad is a bit close mouthed,
"No; I, was over the limit. I was come through clean that guy Isn't as to West's real purpose. The latter but it looks to me as though he Was In
realized now the true seriousness of love with you."
thinking you might he Interested In going to help you any."
his position, yet this only increased
The girl smiled, tossing her head as
"You mean you killed him?"
looking over a collection of war relies
Mike has got stowed away here some
"Well, he's out of the game; that's his belief in the reality of the crime. she stepped forward.
"In love with me," she echoed. "That
where. He had two boys over there, enough. And as for you, your best play Previously his' niiud had harbored
and I reckon they must have put In right now Is to talk up straight." He doubts, but the very fact that Hobart is a joke, yet I had some such suspi
would
to
resort
such desperate meth cion when I told Jilm to quit the job.
most of their time gathering up sou laughed sneerlngly, "Unless you want
venlrg.- Anyhow they brought back to call up your friend Karvan, at the ods was ample proof of his apprehen He acted like a fool then, and began
the greatest collection of war Junk City hall, you know. H 1, but you was sion of danger. If Perelval Coolidge to question me as though he had a
had committed suicide, this fellow right. It was that being engaged busi
I've ever seen. Say, Mike, what did easy!"
ould surely have nothing to fear ; he ness, most
likely."
"Easy?"
jou do with thoe war relics the boys
sent borne?"
"That's what I said. I knew you all could safely Ignore any efforts to trap
Sure; he thought he had you copped,
him
; Indeed would possess no suspi
blew
when
fortune
I
and
all, and it looks to me
In, only
you first
The fellow addressed leaned over right
the bar, his face glowing with sudden wasn't quite sure. I naturally guessed cions along that line. It was nls own like he needs another jolt to put the
r
guilty conscience which drove him to Idea entirely out of his head. That
stunt was
Interest.
your
desperation. Coolidge had been mur Is what I brought you In for. I'll exall
"They va In the back-roodered, and this man was either guilty plain first Just how it happened. This
spread out. Why you osk? The gen
of the crime, or else knew the one who
army guy blew fh here before dark,
tlemen would see them, what?"
was, and had personal reasons for pro- - a!ontr wlth Bnnther fellow. Sovtnn
was
soldier
one
tills
a
him
"Yes;
the
..r .
party.
tectlng
,tiinlln ir hv the hnr tnlklns
self. How is It? You fellows like to
These thoughts took possession of Lwith Issv. and I was sure I knew thin
see the things?"
his mind and were convincing. He no
fB
fih,mnort . hit t
West hesitated for Just an Instant,
longer questioned but that he was on wllere x 1)ad gee hm . then a a, onre
bis eyes turning unconsciously toward
tue tracu or crime, yet his thought at lt
,
tn Illplin
th
.H,lff
Sexton, who had not spoken. He felt
that moment concentrated more vivid-- out tllere alone , the
over
no suspicion, merely a vague doubt as
ato,oblle
ly on his own personal peril. How un Arcn street- x knew u,en wnnt ne
to what this Invitation might conceal.
could he escape? What was he about was over
ll(,re Utr am, got t0 tnlklng
Yet It had all been natural enough,
to be confronted with? Nothing around
,... Mn,.pt . ,ha
wtl,
and promised an opportunity for hlui
him afforded Inspiration. He was bound flrst
amI tnnt ls why we g0't nm
to learn sometlilng more of the place.thngi
jirijienijr , oeiiuu jiuu uisuppeareu, lln in thin rlnmn "
Besides, there could be no danger;
whether dead or a prisoner, he did
'How did he know I was here?"
both he and Sexton were armed, and
not know; the walls of the room ex"Some of your precious help out
Innowas
apparently the Invitation
no
of
hibited
signs
weakness, while there heard you talk to me over the
cently extended. To refuse to accept
Hobart eyed his every movement cold
'phone, and passed It on."
would be churlish.
ly, evidently enjoying his predicament,
And what does he want? What do
"Certainly," he said at last, quaffing
Apparently uie man coinprenenaea tne these men want?"
the last of his beer and rising to his
uuu'""Well Sexton don't wnnt much of
.
.
,
feet. "It will be nothing new to me,
useless, west,- - ne said anyt,,,ng-l,- e's
knn,i0( olIt; the foo,
I Imagine, but we'll have a look."
"This place was construct- carelessly.
t limI lm(1 t0 be nlt.
The other man, who had been leaned for he purpose, and you are not mn(e
,v(13
a8 to tl)ls h,ril l ratller tnlnk
ing against the bar, had disappeared,
,,
u.
.iB
us Just nat,nlly nosing nround out of
w,.,jr
while the fellow at the table had seemi
uu
.u
wueu
urns....
out
i
i say curU)Hit and because he was stuck
ingly fallen asleep. Mike came forso, ana not oeiore.
you t
ward with a buuch of keys In his
to be afraid of. but I am not going to
hand.
.
,
um.
m..c,v jr. ,Mll
ave
felmv Rln.slioelng around.
"I keep dot room locked," he ex3
8
y
y I' 'ake ls word t0 eet out and star
7
I
claimed gruffly, "for some beoples run
j ui.l iiu.imy, i uu not ueupve out; otherwise he and I are going to
off with all dings they get their fingers
It will. So far as I can see you poshave a little seance of our own. That's
on. Hey, you, Carl," and he roughly
sess no particular Interest in this mat- all
there Is about It."
alook the sleeper Into
Giant Pole Flung His Whole ter only the attraction a young fellow
Tha
"wake up, and see to the bar
In
feels
a
woman.
Have
always
Into
pretty
the
Blow.
Weight
Crashing
while. I've got some business. WhoWest makes hit choice. Watch
I got that doped out right?"
ever comes, you keep them here un- slium'. So I ran that Fred Karvan stuff
for next installment.
"To an extent, at least."
All
derstand.
In on you. You ate lt up, which gave
right, gents."
"Yes, to a very large extent. Of
The three stood close behind him you clean away, for I never knew any course, curiosity also plnyed a part,
'
(TO UK CONTiNUKU.)
as Mike Inserted the key, and opened guy of that name. Do you see the while
everybody possesses a sneaking
the door. The tightly closed room, point, Captain West?"
desire to do a detective act. Miss
Pigeon-FlyinGreat Belgian Sport.
with shades drawn at the single win"Yes, I see all that plainly, but it Coolidge filled you up with a lot of
Is the great sport of
Pigeon-flyindow, was, so dark that West could does not explain the attack on me. hunk ; she was good looking, and you the
working classes of Belgium. The
scarcely discern Its shapewnnd con- You evidently know my mine, and this fell for It. Certain things happened high value set upon
racing
tents.
without
beenMike,
hesitation, assault has
deliberately made that you failed to understand, so you pigeons among Belgian amateurs was
his
bulk
stepped within,
great
blotting Why? What have you against me?" rather naturally Jumped to the conclu
made evident some years ago In a
out whatever view there was.
"Perhaps I'll tell you when you ex- sion thnt some crime was being con- case In the law courts, where the
"Come right lo, gents," he Insisted. plain. What brought you into this cocted. That was what
brought you plaintiff, whose house had been taken
"Von minute, an' I (urn on the light." neighborhood.
Hunting some one, here. Now I take It that, ordinarily, from him for public purposes, sued for
West never understood why he re- wasn't you?"
you are a man of some sense. Conse- damages on account of the reduction
"Not exactly."
sponded so recklessly to this Invitaquently I mean to try to get yon to In value of his pigeons due to the
tion, and advanced without hesitation.
"Oh, don't lie; that will bring you drop the whole affair, as being none of fact that they had been trained to reHe had no suspicion of any trick, no nothing, West You were sticking your your business. If you agree to
this, I turn to the old pigeons' cote and would
conception of being In any danger. nose Into a private matter which does accept your pledge, the door opens, and now have to be trained to "home" to
He stepped In directly behind the not concern you In any 'way. That's you go
"
he waved a new one. The court found that each
free; otherwise
leader, and Sexton followed. An in- right, isn't lt? Very well, you've had his hand expressively.
bird was originally worth $29 and had
stant later, the door closed, with the your lesson, and now lt Is simply up
"Otherwise what?" asked West lost
d
tt Its value, awarding
a
click
and
Mike
of
to
to
night latch,
barp
you either drop this thing, or else uletiy.
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TEACHER PAYS IT

CASTORIA

GLOWING TRIBUTE

For Infants and Children.

Declares Tanlac Ended Indigestion, Chest Pains and PalpitationLost Strength
Restored.

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

"Tanlac has Improved my general
condition ten times more than I antici
pated," recently stated Herbert A. Gup- school teacher of
tlll, a
Keznr Falls, Maine,
"My trouble began with a sodden
loss of strength. Almost everything I
ate disagreed with me ond caused a
sickening sensation that remained with
me for hours.
For months I found
breathing difficult on account of Indigestion, and had such chest pains
and palpitation I thought my heart was
affected.
I also suffered greatly from
headaches and nervousness, seldom
slept well, and "felt tired and worn-out
all the time.
"Since taking Tanlac no kind of food
hurts me and I have a wonderful apI have gained ten pounds,
petite.
breathe freely, sleep perfectly, and feel
as strong and well as ever In my life,
Tanlac Is certainly a superior medi
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Use
For Over

Thirty Years
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CENTAUR COMPANY,
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SPOIEV'S DISTEMPER

COMPOUND

Is IndUpfituable tn treating

Influenza, Distemper, Coughs and Cold

bo prevalent among horses and mules at tbls season of the year.
For nearly thirty years "KI'OHN'S" has been flvea to prevent
these diseases, as well as to relieve and cure them. An occassional done "conditions" your borne and keeps disease away.
'HrOIUi'l" Is quick
As a remedy for cases actually suffering,
and certain. Sold in two sizes at ail drug stores.
M'OHK MEDICAL COMPANY
OBIIEN, INDIANA

He laughs at errors typographical
who never read a proof. It ls a wondrous gift. We've. tried lt.
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Cents
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Tanlac 19 for sale by all good drug
gists. Over 85 million bottles sold.
Advertisement.
Working In Reverse.
old man, you actually .are
getting fat! Whnt have you; been
doing to get all that flesh on your
bones?" exclaimed the friend.
'Oh," said the former thin man, "I
began taking the reduction dope, diet
and exercises they prescribed for my
wife und I begun to pick up right
And she started In on the
nway.
tonics and diets I had been fulling
for to make me fat and she has al
ready lost 20
Enquirer.
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"Gosh,

Always
Bears the

Gives Cheerful New Color Tone to Old Curtains
PUTNAM FADELESS

WOMAN'S "TALK TANK" SMALL

PIGEONS

or tints as you wish

DYES-d- yes

FLY FAR AND FAST

BUT IT WASN'T

JUST

RIGHT

Explanation Offered as to Why the Forestry Service Has Had Occasion
Gentler Sex Is Acknewledged
to Acknowledge Their Aid as
the More Voluble.
of High Importance.

Lighting Expert, It Might Be ThoughV
Had Gone Just a Little
Bit Too Far.

Why do women talk more than men?
Dr. A. A. Brill, professor of psy
chology at New York university and
well known psychoannlyst, told the
National Association of Teachers of
Speech- - why, at their
onvent!on at

Teats does not seem to have captured the enthusiasm of St. John
who writes in a recent booh
about professional people:
"He would spend hours over

,

the university.
"There Is no question that women
are more voluble than men," said
Doctor Brill, and, strange to sny, none
of the women delegates rose to argue
with him. "Many discussions and ex
planations have been offered."
Doctor Brill offered one by Doctor
Jesperson, the eminent philologist. It
as couched very scientifically,
but
the meat of It Is that woman's vocab
ulary Is smnller and more centralized
than man's, but always on tnp. She
can get at It very quickly, and does
so frequently.
Now, man's lingual
abilities are scattered.
lie cannot
always get- at It In time to have a
comeback ready for the wife.

The United States forestry service,
not content with such modern tire
as
spying and reporting equipment
airplanes and radio, has been experi
Rementing with cnrrler pigeons.
cently, In air 'Idaho foreatf a carrier
pigeon was tnken by a packhorse over
mountains,
kept at Its destination
overnight and released the next day.
It was subsequently found that lt took
the pigeon exactly thirty minutes to
cover the eighteen miles to its home
In another recent test the
coop.
pigeon was sent to headquarters with a
as
message asking for
Soon after, however, lt wns
sistance.
found that the fire was under control.
Word was sent by a second bird that
the requested assistance would not
be required, and lt reached the cen
tral camp Just In time to prevent the
assisting expedition from starting.
Washington Star.
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was too strong and that Mime' wan in
weak, or there was too much color or
there was not enough, or the mingling of the colors was not sufficiently
delicate.
"One day, when he had worn ou
the patience of eevry one In
with his fussing over the light
lng, he suddenly called out to tlisstage manager, That's tit I You've
got It Just right now I'
" "Ah, sure, the d d thing's on Hre,"
the stage manager answered." Lot
Angeles Times.

Wilhelmlna a Native Queen.
Queen Wilhelmlna of the Nether
lands, who will celebrate her jubilee
A Motor Mind.
on the throne next Augnst, Is the only
Historic Tablets.
Marlon, age three, was playing with woman In the world who is a reigningSome of the tablets in Lelnnd Stan- a kitten, for the flrst time. The kitsovereign In her own right, a position,
ford university, secured from Babylon,
ten began to purr. He put the kitten she has held since 1808, when
show the imprints of the fingers thnt down and running to his mother ex- her majority and was formally
moulded them over forr thousand clnlmed: "Oh, mamma, the kitten tins crowned.
vears ago.
beam
One
the nnme, his engine running."
Darius the King.
The New Standard.
he a good workerr
Nobody has yet devised a face paint
'Is
Marriage is a failure as any
that can equal the complexion of good
"AVorth
his weight In coal.- "- New
will tell you.
health.
York Sun.
-

Helplfourselfto
Health and Comfort
'PHOUSANDS of

people do

not stop to think of the harm
which may result from drinking
coffee and tea.

If you have frequent headaches
-- if

you are nervous and irritable
-- if you cannot sleep at night it is
time to find out the cause and help
yourself to health and comfort.
Vou alone can do it. Postum
makes it easy.

Just stop coffee and tea for a
while and drink delicious Postum
instead. You will find it whole-som- e
and delightful, with a
delicate fragrance and a fine,
full-bodi- ed

flavor.

Postum

Made from wheat, roasted just
like coffee, Postum contains no
caffeine, nor any other harmful
ingredient.
Your grocer sells Postum in two
forms: Instant Postum (in tins) prepared instantly in the cup by the addition
of boiling water. Postum Cereal (in
packages) for those who prefer to nuke
the drink while the meal is being prepared; made by boiling fully 20 minutes,

in Cereal
VBevEaAor1

4i

FOR HEALTH

"There's a Reason
Made by Poaram Cereal Company, Incorporated
Battle Creek, Michigan
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MAGDALENA

A.

here

Graham and son Claude
from Quemado Sunday,

P. H. Argall left Wednesday on a
and John Fullerton came In few days business trip to Silver City.
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. I. T. Cloud were busi
ness visitors form their ranch this
Mar-ciSan
M. E. Rath was here from
W. S.

Mrs. Clarence Stuppi, who has been have a warm place In her heart and a
with appendicitis since Friday, Is .hearty welcome to her home. She
and Mr. Hooser can never forget the
reported greatly improved.
many acts of kindness, shown to their
Mr. and Mrs. Pedro Molina are In dear ones, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Rey
town from their homestead west of nolds in their sorrow.
town for a few days this week.
Geo. Hooser and C. B. Pennington
Paul E. Linn, salesman for the Sin were in Springervllle Friday.
clair Refining Co.. was a business
A. F. Kitchens is digging a well on
visitor in Magdalena laHt week.
his claim.
o
The members of the Datll Forests
office are approving grazing applica
tiona for the 1923 season, this week.
8WEAZEAVILLE

ATTEND FLYINQ CIRCUS

ill

(From the MaKdalena News)
W. C. Franklin, Mr. Klllingworth,
H. L. Thurman and Frank P. Davis
motoerd to Albuquerque In the Franklin car, and attended the Flying Circus.
They report that there was no end oi
stunts and nothing was too daring for
them to do. There were 400 horse
power planes that did these wonderful

Tuesday.

Little Miss Catherine Nicholas Is
The Sweazea family
able to attend school again after a few
an attack of the flu.
days absence on account of sickness.

Matlas Baca, merchant from Que
P .A .Grogan was a business visitor
Mrs. Exter, of Kelly, was In Magdamado, was a business visitor here
here Tuesday.
lena Saturday and spent the day visitMonday.
ing her daughter, Mrs. Hezekiah Hall.
C. C. Doolittle, of Elk Mountain, is
Mrs. Percy Miller was a business
here this week.
Mrs. Gladys Carrol, of Albuquerque
visitor in Magdalena Monday
and
arrived in Magdalena Tuesday to visit
Tuesday.
Leandro Baca, of Quemado, was
her parents, Mr and Mrs. J. O. Stuppi.
here Wednesday.
The Carl Hudson family has moved
Prof. H. P. Collier, principal of the
Into the Ben Young house near the
L. V. Medley Is a Santa Fe business
Quemado school, Is looking after busiSchool.
High
visitor this week.
ness interests here for a few days title
Mrs. Chas. Lewis, of Socorro, came week.
Cole Rallston is a business visitor
up Monday to visit her son, Howard,
here for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Knoblock,
ot
for a few days.
Puerticito, are visiting Mr. Knoblock's
Frank Castillo is able to be out again
Captain and Mrs. J. O. Strutz, o: parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Knoafter being sick for a week.
near New Town, were business visit' block Sr.
ors here Tuesday,
Ian D. Mactavish Is on a business
Supervisor Douglas returned Friday
to
week.
this
Silver
City
trip
held
Attorney Perry Madden returned from the Allotment Conference
from Socorro, where tie spent several In the District Forester's office. AlA. J. Exter, of Albuquerque, was a
days the past week.
buquerque.
business visitor here Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Blackburn and
Mrs. Joe Grant has accepted a posiJohn O. Koogler, of Reserve, Is here
Mrs. Mactavish spent Wednesday at tion at the Hall Hotel and will stay
looking after business Interests.
Lemitar and Socorro.
In town from their ranch to send their
son to school.
Anastacio Baca, of Quemado, was
Sam Michaelis and J. D. Fraser rea business visitor here Monday.
Fair-vieturned from a business trip to
United States Land Commissioner,

Friday afternoon.

Postmaster and Mrs. E. E. Engle, or
Quemado, were here Wednesday.

McCreary made a
to
Salt Lake Friday returning
On the Simpson lease on the Kelly
home Saturday evening.
Hill work Is steadily progressing.
Dr.

M.

trip

Ranger Ketqhem made a trip
Magdalena, Saturday for supplies.

to

Dewey Dlsmukes Is here for a few
days from his ranch west of town.

Eulalio B. Baca Is moving into the
Jutiniano Baca residence recently vacated by the Baca family.
Joe Lynch, who came to 'Magdalena
from his home at Salt Lake, on last

Mr. Chas. Hardin Is
flu.

PROSPECTS AT OZARK

Every one tSexpecting the Ozark
start soon, owing to the high
price of metal. Zinc is now $7.20,
very sick with Lead $8.37 and Tin $41.
have all had

Mill to

FOR SALE. Pure bred RhodeMs- Sharp Is living on his place land Red cockrells. 10 months old
good strain, rich in color, price $5
each postpaid to any point in Catron
Mr. Rayburn and Mr Turner have or Socorro Counties.
Address F, O
returned from Texas to live on their Box 300 Reserve N. M.
homesteads.
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
Mr. Wadley Is feeding cattle at the
of
the Interior, U. S. Land
Department
Foster place.
Office, at Las Cruces, N. M. January
26, 1923.
Miss Margaret Irvin will give a
Notice is hereby given that Patro
dance at the Sweazea school house cinlo Martinez, of Reserve, N. M. who
1923, made Homestead
February 14th. She must be pvlteh on AprilNo. 13,015830,
for the WSW4
Entry,
February 14th.
NEK; WV4E14SWKNEK; SWKNWV4
W&
W'iSEK NWKNE14
NEK;
Mrs. W, S. Newton has moved back
NWKSEK;
W'4NEKNWKSE;
to the homestead.
NHNW14
NWKSEKNWKSEK;
SWKSEK;
NEKSEy4NEKSWtt ;
NW&NEKNEK
are
Bob Sitze and Ira Wyche
promENENEKSWK;;
SEK
SWK;
anading the country around Sweazeas, NWK; NEKNW'4NEy4SWK;
Section 24,
S&NEKNWK,
wonder
People
why!
Township 7 S Range 20 W., N. M. P.
Meridian has fllel notice of Intention
to make final three year Proof, to establish claim to the land above desTULAROSA
cribed, before T. C. Turk, United
States Commissioner, at Reserve. N.
M., on the 16th day of March, 1923.
Ranger A. F. Bloom and family were
Claimant names as witnesses;
Hoi
Peckenpaugh Sunday.
guests of
J. S. Ward, Jr., P. S. Higgins, Andre
Higging and David Jiron, all of ReMrs. Gamble Is spending a few serve, New Mexico.
weeks with her daughter, Mrs. J. B.
Nemecia Ascarate,
,
Porter.
Register,
Bob
now.

The

Socorro State
Bank

o

SPUR LAKE
There has been quite
ness here this winter.

a

Dr.
serve
lot of sick

Hazel Whalen has been very sick
with the flu.

Messrs. J. F. West and Perry Hed
rick have gone to Gallup.
Messrs. Geo. Hooser and A. W. Wil
banks were business visitors in Re
serve last week.

The Bank of Personal Service

We are glad to learn that D. O. Ro
berts has been appointed Deputy
Sheriff of our Precinct.

Leslie Laney, was in Spur Lake
Sunday. Leslie said he was looking
at some hay for sale, but didn't know,
Mr. Whalen raised any hay,
RESOURCES

OYER

$500,000.

savings, but you get paid for doing so when you have

a savings account at this bank.
Money that's idle means money wasted.

Put

your saving to work and watch the interest grow. We
watch both the pricipal and interest for you and
you of

re-lie- ve

all the banking worries.

SAFETY

HONESTY

SERVICE

COURTESY

THE
RESERVE STATE BANK

11, 1923.

Mrs. W. R. Hext left
Wednesday
State Representative W. B. Bunton,
for
her home In Canadian Texas, after
who has been attending the state leg
chilislature in Santa Fe, Is here for a few spending two months with her
dren here.
to
and
business
visit
days attending
ing his mother, who has been ill.
A box supper and program will be
the Tularosa school nouse
Hoy Bonnett, President of the Cop given at
evening
.February 24th. The
Saturday
Belt
returned
from
Co.,
Mining
per
word 'given" applies only to the proAlbuquerque Saturday. J. B. Way- land accompanied him home and spent gram as the proceeds from the box
few days here, leaving Tuesday for supper will be used to buy an organ
for the school,
Washington D. C. In behalf of the
as
are some Invitations
Below
company.
rhymed by the long and short fellow of
the aforesaid Institution.

Nearly every family in Spur Lake
has had something resembling
the
flu.

Socorro, N. M.

YOU NOT ONLY PROTECT YOUR

!

NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
A good little snow fell Thursday
George Herd is here attending to Saturday to receive medical attention
which was quite a help to the
business and visiting his brother, here, is much improved and is
night,
again
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Chas. F. Herd and family.
range.
Office, Las Cruces, N. M. January
able to be up.

Malcolm Major is here from El Paso
this week looking after his business
interests. He expects to go back to
A number of tourists are again pasinto
sing through town. A number passed El Paso and contemplates going
he
has
as
Mexico
shlplater,
already
on
to
their
way
through Tuesday
,
ed his cattle there.
Pheonix.

PROTECTION

stunts. The weather was extremely
cold, but the crowd did not mind such
a small matter as cold.

V

week.

YOUR

C. B. Pennington is back on
his
Mr.
claim.
Pennington likes New
Mexico and expects to make this his
home.

Notice is hereby given that James
Hotchkiss for himself and other,
heirs of Walter W. Hotchkiss, deceased, of Mogollon, N. M., who on
March 21, 1918, made Homestead entry, No. 017604, for Homestead Entry
Survey No 161, Tracts A. & B. in. Section 34 & 35, Township 10 S., Range
16 W., N. M. P. Meridian,
containing
46.41 acres, has filed notice of intention to make final three year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Don W. Lusk, United
States Commissioner, at Silver City,
N. M., on the 22nd day of March 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Arthur Trotter, John L. Shellhorn,
Dr. E. M. Parham and John Higgins,
all of Mogollon,

and Mrs. C. W. Harper of Rewere guests at the Dean home

New Mexico.

When in Need
Of anything in the line of

General Merchandise

Nemecia Ascarate.
Register.
,

NOTICE

Sunday.

FOR

GIVE US A TRIAL

PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Little Myrtle and Henry Graham are Land
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexlist.
the sick
ico, January 16, 1923.
Notice is hereby given thut John
Egdar George, of Mule Creek, New
By Horace Porter, 8th. Grade
Mexico, who on December 21, 1917,
and
"We're making posters
bright
made Homestead Entry, No. 017485,
'
new,
for W6 SWK; SEyt SW; SWA
SE U, Section 14, Township 13 S.,
And I will tell you why,
Range 21 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has
There's going to be a time for you
filed notice of Intention to make final
At the school house by and by."
three year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before J. F.
Shields, U. S. Commissioner, at Gila,
By Preston Porter, 4th Grade
New Mexico, on the 6th day of March
"Come, and join Jhe crowd,
1923.
We will have a lot of candy,
Claimant names as witnesses:
You'll hear songs sung loud,
J. B. Falls, of Mule Creek, New Mex
ico; Noah Rankin, of Buckhorn, New
Such as, "Yankee Doodle Dandy
Mexico; E. E. George, of Mule Creek,
New Mexico; Sidney George, of Mule
By John Orr ,8th Grade
Creek, New Mexico.
x
Run!
,
Nemecia Ascarate,
"Hurry! Quick!
Come and interview,
Register.
The program about Washington;
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
We don"t want just a few."
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Las Cruces, New MexBy Woodrow Wheeler, 3rd. Grade
ico, January 16, 1923.
"It'll be warm enough to come,
Notice is hereby given that Say- Crank up the little Henry,
ward Gordanler, of Greens Gap, New
Hear patriotic songs sung,
Mexico, who, on February 21, 1918,
made Homestead Entry, No. 013584, for
That will stir your mem'ry."
;
NH SW; S
NWK;
NV4
NEK; SEK NEK, Section 11,
7th.
Grade
Ora
By
Wheeler,
Township 3 S., Range 13 W., N. M. P.
"When Posters you see,
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make final three year Proof, to
You must not scorn,
establish claim to the land above
There will not be
before Eulalio B. Baca,
described,
Bread made of corn!
United States Commissioner,
at MagCome, if you will,
dalena, New Mexico, on the 6th day
of March, 1923.
Pies, we will have.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Cakes too, we'll have,
R. L. Owen,
Roy Moore, L. B.
Come get your fill!"
Moore, and M. M. Green, alj of Greens
on

It

TURK, Reserve, N.M.

MAGDALENA MERCANTILE
-:-

COMPANY

-

-:-

-

The Cash Store
DRY GOODS, BOOTS AND SHOES,

.GROCERIES,

HARDWARE, TINWARE, FARM IMPLEMENTS

NE&-NWV4-

The people of Spur Lake are haul
ing the school house logs, and we will
have a large school house In the near
future, as our school house is rather
small for the number of pupils
we
have enrolled.

Reserve Mercantile Co.
Hamilton Brown Shoes
New Stock Ladies' Oxfords
Endicott-Johnso- n

shoes

Silk and wool hose

Outing flannels
Sweaters
Winter clothing

Creamery butter
Fresh cheese
Honeydew mellons
and
Other perishable goods

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Hooser were call
ed to Luna Saturday as the infant
daughter of Mr, and Mrs. Geo. M. Reynolds was very low with Pneumonia.
By Clarice Reel, 6th Grade
The baby was four weeks old, and
"Come let's have a big crowd,
was too young to battle with the dis
Make the kids feel proud,
ease.
She was laid to rest Monday
We don't care 'bout the enow,
in the Luna cemetery. The corpse
Come and hear us sing, by Joe,
was followed to the grave by a large
We haven't any music with which to
crowd of sympathizing friends and resing,
latives.
Can't you help us out with this very

little thing?"
Tuesday, whlis Geo. Hooser was
seeing after his traps, he ran across
By John Orr
three Hons, two grown ones and a cub.
"Come to our
He killed the lioness, but the other
And watch the flying flags!
two escaped.
She made a brave fight, Mend
the broken crupper,
with Hooser's aheperd dog "Danaj"
Hurry Sam! hitch up the nags!"
but he only received two slight
wounds, and O. W. shot her. She
SAN MATEO ACTIVITIES
measuerd nine feet long, and weighed
about two hundred pounds.
(From the Magdalena News)
In the San Mateos . several pros
Mrs. Hooser, said when she returned pectors have reported to have found
from Luna, that she liked Spur Lake some very rich ore. One report claims
and the people here, but oh, she sure that the old "Nigger Diggings" have
does like her dear friends at Luna been discovered. These men showed
"mighty" well. And they will always. some of the high grade ore here.
box-supp-

Gap, New Mexico.
,

NOTICE

MEAT MARKET
GASOLINE

FILLING STATION

Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly Filled

Nemecia Ascarate,
,
Register.

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
January 11, 1923.
Notice Is hereby given that Joseph
S. Beatty, of Greens Gap, New Mexico,
who, on September 20, 1921, made
Homestead Entry, No. 018647, for WKt
SEK; Ett SWK Section 11; SEK

NEW MEXICO

MAGDALENA,

Office

nek;

eh--

sk nw
sek; Section ek;
NE
14;
w

SEK
K; NEK NWK
K, Section 15, Township 8 S., Range
12 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of Intention to make final three
year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Eulalio
B. Baca, United States Commissioner,
at Magdalena, New Mexico, on the 2nd
day of March, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. W. Cowart, John Lawrence and
L. O. Fonville, all of. Greens Gap and
Frank Landavazo, of Datil, New Mexico.

Nemecia Ascarate,
Register

The Reserve Garage
General Repairing,
Oxy-Acetyle-

Lathe Work
Welding

Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies

Compare our prices with others
EVERY JOB GUARANTEED
Phone No. 3.

A. C. HILL, Manager

